APPENDIX I
DETAILED EVALUATION OF ALTERNATIVES

Alternatives Analysis – Gladstone Station

Factor Areas / Criteria

Performance Measures – “The preferred
alternative…”

Transportation System
Network connectivity
Provides the best connections to existing and
planned local and rapid transit routes

Provides the best connections to existing and
planned pedestrian, cycling and road networks

Ridership

Generates the highest ridership

Catchment Area

Serves the greatest potential ridership
catchment area (within a 600-m radius of
stations)
Uses curves and grades that deliver the highest
level of rider comfort
Provides the most reliable service with the
fewest potential delays

Geometry
Service reliability/
recovery
Safety/security

Provides the safest facility for passengers and
for other transportation system users

Overall

Rating
Rationale

Natural Environment
Surface water
Groundwater

Vegetation and Wildlife
Habitat
Fisheries and aquatic
habitat
Designated natural
features

Minimizes impacts and supports enhancements
to surface water quality and drainage
Minimizes impacts and supports enhancements
to contaminated sites and groundwater quality
Minimizes impacts and supports enhancements
to vegetation communities
Minimizes potential to cause serious harm to fish
Minimizes impacts and supports enhancements
to designated natural features, including the

Trillium Line Extension EA Study

Option 1: North of Gladstone

Option 2: Centred on Gladstone

Option 3: South of Gladstone

GOOD
Provides a direct connection to the planned
transit plaza.
Passengers transferring to/from eastbound
bus route 14 must cross Gladstone Avenue.

VERY GOOD
Provides a direct connection to the planned
transit plaza.
Provides a direct connection to both sides of
Gladstone Avenue, so that passengers
transferring to/from bus route 14 need not
cross the street.
VERY GOOD
Provides direct connection to pedestrian
networks accessible from transit plaza and
south side of Gladstone.
Provides direct connection to N-S MUP and EW Gladstone Avenue cycling route.

POOR
Does not provide a direct connection to the
planned transit plaza
Passengers transferring to/from westbound
bus route 14 must cross Gladstone Avenue.

GOOD
Provides direct connection to pedestrian
networks accessible from transit plaza.
Provides direct connection to N-S MUP and EW Gladstone Avenue cycling route.

POOR
Provides direct connection to pedestrian
networks accessible from south side of
Gladstone, but not those accessible from
transit plaza.
Provides direct connection to N-S MUP and EW Gladstone Avenue cycling route.

VERY GOOD
Combined total of 180 boardings and alightings anticipated during the 2048 morning peak hour. No difference between alternatives.
VERY GOOD
Existing and proposed higher-density, mixed-use development throughout 600-metre radius. No difference between alternatives.
VERY GOOD
VERY GOOD
FAIR
Platform located on a straight section of track. Platform located on a straight section of track. Platform located on a curve.
VERY GOOD
GOOD
GOOD
Potential for double tracks at station due to
Passing siding immediately north of station.
Passing siding immediately north of station.
required location of passing siding.
VERY GOOD
GOOD
FAIR
Platform visible from Gladstone Avenue and
Platform visible from Gladstone Avenue but
Platform not visible from Gladstone Avenue.
adjacent to transit plaza.
not adjacent to transit plaza.
2
1
3
Option 2 is preferred for this factor area as it offers the best network connectivity. Option 1 is slightly less preferred as it offers less optimal
connectivity but good reliability and security. Option 3 is least preferred as it offers the lowest network connectivity.
VERY GOOD
Impacts can be fully mitigated with standard SWM measures. No difference between alternatives
VERY GOOD
Minimal potential to disturb contaminated soil or groundwater associated with potentially contaminated properties near the station.
No significant difference between alternatives.
VERY GOOD
Impacts associated with vegetation removal expected to be minor and easily mitigated. No difference between alternatives.
VERY GOOD
No watercourses near the station. No difference between alternatives.
VERY GOOD
No designated natural features near the station. No difference between alternatives.
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SAR
Overall

Greenbelt, the Lester Road PSW, and significant
woodlands
Minimizes impacts to Species at Risk and
supports habitat enhancement
Rating

Rationale
Social/Cultural Environment
Capital Arrival
Provides the greatest enhancement to the
Capital Arrival Experience or to riders’ visual
experience

Land use compatibility

Is most compatible with existing land uses
adjacent to the corridor/facility

Provides the best opportunities for Smart
Growth, TOD, and uplift adjacent to the corridor
Property
Noise/Vibration

Minimizes the number of hectares of property
required
Minimizes noise and ground vibration impacts to
adjacent communities

Air quality

Minimizes air quality impacts to adjacent
communities

Cultural heritage/
archaeology

Minimizes impacts to heritage and
archaeological resources

Visual impact

Minimizes the visual impact of the facility, where
appropriate.

Overall

Rating
Rationale

Cost/Constructability
Capital costs

Minimizes capital costs

Trillium Line Extension EA Study

VERY GOOD
Impacts to SAR expected to be minimal or nil. No difference between alternatives.
1
1
1
VERY GOOD
VERY GOOD
VERY GOOD
All options equally preferred; no difference between alternatives.
VERY GOOD
Trillium Line not currently a designated Capital
Arrival; however, direct connection to planned
transit plaza enhances visitors’ visual
experience on arrival.
GOOD
Good potential for integration with planned
station plaza and adjacent mixed-use
development north of Gladstone

VERY GOOD
FAIR
Trillium Line not currently a designated Capital Trillium Line not currently a designated Capital
Arrival; however, direct connection to planned
Arrival; however, lack of a direct connection to
transit plaza enhances visitors’ visual
planned transit plaza does not enhance
experience on arrival.
visitors’ visual experience on arrival.
VERY GOOD
FAIR
Good potential for integration with planned
Poor potential for integration with planned
station plaza and adjacent mixed-use
station plaza and adjacent development, but
development north and south of Gladstone
remains close to these uses.
VERY GOOD
Located within walking distance of numerous parcels identified for substantial transit-oriented uplift in CDP.
No difference between alternatives.
VERY GOOD
No property required outside existing ROW. No difference between alternatives.
GOOD
VERY GOOD
GOOD
Closest option to low-rise residential
Furthest option from at-grade residential land
Moderate distance from at-grade residential
community to the southeast; elevated noise
uses; elevated noise levels associated with
land uses; elevated noise levels associated
levels associated with Highway 417 are more
Highway 417 are more significant.
with Highway 417 are more significant.
significant.
VERY GOOD
VERY GOOD
VERY GOOD
Air quality expected to meet Ministry of
Air quality expected to meet Ministry of
Air quality expected to meet Ministry of
Environment guidelines.
Environment guidelines.
Environment guidelines.
VERY GOOD
No impact to any known cultural heritage or archaeological sites, or areas of archaeological potential.
No difference between alternatives.
VERY GOOD
VERY GOOD
FAIR
Potential for integration with adjacent transit
Potential for integration with adjacent transit
Lower potential for integration with adjacent
plaza and mixed-use development, permitting
plaza and mixed-use development, permitting
transit plaza and development, permitting
high-quality urban design.
high-quality urban design.
lower-quality urban design.
2
1
3
GOOD
VERY GOOD
FAIR
Option 2 is preferred as it offers the best integration with surrounding land uses. Option 2 is slightly less preferred as it does not integrate as well
with the south side of Gladstone, but results in slightly lower noise impacts. Option 3 is least preferred as it integrates poorly with surrounding
land uses.
VERY GOOD
Does not require immediate reconstruction of
Gladstone overpass or widening of existing

POOR
Requires immediate reconstruction of
Gladstone overpass and widening of existing

FAIR
Requires immediate widening of existing rock
cut south of Gladstone.
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Trillium Line Extension EA Study
rock cut.
May permit ramp access between transit plaza
and station platform in the near term, deferring
costs of stairwell/elevator towers.

Operating costs

Minimizes operating costs

Constructability

Minimizes construction complexity

Conversion
compatibility

Minimizes throwaway costs for Trillium Line
infrastructure
Minimizes costs & disruption associated with
conversion to electric LRT according to the
approved N-S LRT EA plan
Rating
Rationale

Overall

rock cut.
Does not require immediate reconstruction of
May permit ramp access between transit plaza Gladstone overpass.
and station platform in the near term, deferring May permit ramp access between transit plaza
costs of stairwell/elevator towers.
and station platform in the near term, deferring
Requires twice the number of stairwell/elevator costs of stairwell/elevator towers.
towers in long term.
VERY GOOD
GOOD
VERY GOOD
Operating costs similar to Option 3.
Higher operating costs due to additional
Operating costs similar to Option 1.
stairwells and elevators.
VERY GOOD
POOR
FAIR
Does not require immediate reconstruction of
Requires immediate reconstruction of
Requires immediate widening of existing rock
Gladstone overpass or major widening of
Gladstone overpass, requiring a foundation
cut south of Gladstone for full station build-out.
existing rock cut.
assessment. The widened overpass could
Does not require immediate reconstruction of
No difference in subsurface conditions
likely be supported on shallow foundations,
Gladstone overpass.
between the options.
supported on the surface of the bedrock.
No difference in subsurface conditions
No difference in subsurface conditions
between the options.
between the options.
Requires immediate widening of existing rock
cut for full station build-out.
VERY GOOD
Platform can be re-used for LRT. No difference between alternatives.
VERY GOOD
Station can be built in ultimate location. No difference between alternatives.
1
3
2
Option 1 is preferred in this area as it requires minimal rock cut widening and no overpass replacement, resulting in the least complex and
expensive construction. Option 2 is less preferred as it would require more rock cut widening. Option 3 is least preferred as it would require rock
cut widening and overpass replacement.

Overall Performance
Rating
Rationale

1
2
3
Option 1 is preferred, as it offers good network connectivity and integration with the surrounding neighbourhood, with the least complex and
costly construction. Option 2 is less preferred, as it offers slightly better connectivity but significantly higher construction costs. Option 3 is least
preferred, as it would result in high construction costs but poorer network connectivity than the other options.
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Factor Areas / Criteria

Performance Measures – “The
preferred alternative…”

Transportation System
Network connectivity
Provides the best connections to existing
and planned local and rapid transit
routes

Trillium Line Extension EA Study

Option 1: Far North of Heron

Option 2: North of Heron

Option 3: Centred on Heron

Option 4: South of Heron

POOR
No effective connection to future
Heron Road BRT station.

VERY GOOD
Direct street-level connection to
future median Heron Road BRT
station.
GOOD
Fair accessibility from existing
neighbourhoods south of Heron
Road.
Good accessibility from redeveloped
lands north of Heron Road.

VERY GOOD
Direct street-level connection to
future median Heron Road BRT
station.
VERY GOOD
Maintains existing fair accessibility
from neighbourhoods south of
Heron Road.
Good accessibility from redeveloped
lands north of Heron Road.

VERY GOOD
Direct street-level connection to
future median Heron Road BRT
station.
POOR
Maintains existing fair accessibility
from neighbourhoods south of
Heron Road.
Poor accessibility from redeveloped
lands north of Heron Road.

Provides the best connections to existing
and planned pedestrian, cycling and
road networks

FAIR
Poor accessibility from existing
neighbourhoods south of Heron
Road.
Very good accessibility from
redeveloped lands north of Heron
Road.

Ridership

Generates the highest ridership

Catchment Area

Serves the greatest potential ridership
catchment area (within a 600-m radius of
stations)

Geometry

Uses curves and grades that deliver the
highest level of rider comfort
Provides the most reliable service with
the fewest potential delays
Provides the safest facility for
passengers and for other transportation
system users

VERY GOOD
Combined total of 270 boardings and alightings anticipated during the 2048 morning peak hour. No difference between alternatives.
FAIR
GOOD
GOOD
POOR
Catchment area extends south to
Catchment area extends into
Catchment area extends into
Catchment area extends into
Brookfield Road and includes large
Brookfield community and includes
Brookfield community and includes
Brookfield community but includes
areas of Vincent Massey Park to the lowest amount of parkland and
lowest amount of parkland and
large areas around Airport Parkway,
west.
unused open space.
unused open space.
Transitway and rail corridors that
will not generate ridership.
VERY GOOD
Platform located on a straight section of track. No difference between alternatives.
VERY GOOD
No difference between alternatives.
GOOD
VERY GOOD
GOOD
FAIR
Station will be located in developed
Station will be located in developed
Station platform location is less
Station in an isolated location but
area, but requirement to leave
area and permit transfer to/from
visible but permits transfers to/from
permits transfers to/from Heron
station to transfer to/from Heron
Heron Road BRT at short distance
Heron Road BRT at a short distance Road BRT at a short distance from
Road BRT is not optimal.
from the station.
from the station.
the station.
4
2
1
3
Option 3 is preferred for this factor area as it offers the best connectivity for users accessing the station from both sides of Heron Road and from planned
rapid transit. Option 2 is slightly less preferred as it provides less convenient access from the south side of Heron Road. Option 3 is less preferred as it
provides poorer connectivity from surrounding developments and from the north side of Heron Road. Option 4 is least preferred as it offers poor network
connectivity to rapid transit services along Heron Road and for users from the south side of Heron Road.

Service reliability/
recovery
Safety/security

Overall

Natural Environment
Surface water

Groundwater

Vegetation

Rating
Rationale

Minimizes impacts and supports
enhancements to surface water quality
and drainage
Minimizes impacts and supports
enhancements to contaminated sites
and groundwater quality
Minimizes impacts and supports

VERY GOOD
Impacts can be fully mitigated with standard SWM measures. No difference between alternatives
VERY GOOD
No potential for soil or groundwater contamination near the station. No difference between alternatives.
GOOD

GOOD

GOOD

VERY GOOD
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enhancements to vegetation
communities
Fisheries and aquatic
habitat
Designated natural
features

Minimizes potential to cause serious
harm to fish
Minimizes impacts and supports
enhancements to designated natural
features, including the Greenbelt, the
Lester Road PSW, and significant
woodlands
SAR
Minimizes impacts to Species at Risk
and supports habitat enhancement
Overall
Rating
Rationale
Social/Cultural Environment
Capital Arrival
Provides the greatest enhancement to
the Capital Arrival Experience or to
riders’ visual experience

Land use compatibility

Is most compatible with existing land
uses adjacent to the corridor/facility
Provides the best opportunities for Smart
Growth, TOD, and uplift adjacent to the
corridor

Property

Minimizes the number of hectares of
property required

Noise/Vibration

Minimizes noise and ground vibration
impacts to adjacent communities
Minimizes air quality impacts to adjacent
communities
Minimizes impacts to heritage and
archaeological resources

Air quality
Cultural heritage/
archaeology

Trillium Line Extension EA Study
Impacts associated with vegetation
removal expected to be minor and
easily mitigated.

Impacts associated with vegetation
Impacts associated with vegetation
No vegetation removal required.
removal expected to be minor and
removal expected to be minor and
easily mitigated.
easily mitigated.
VERY GOOD
No watercourses near the station. No difference between alternatives.
VERY GOOD
No designated natural features near the station. No difference between alternatives.

VERY GOOD
Impacts to SAR expected to be minimal or nil. No difference between alternatives.
1
1
1
1
All options equally preferred; no significant difference between alternatives.
VERY GOOD
Trillium Line not currently a
designated Capital Arrival; however,
effective integration with
surrounding development will
enhance visitors’ visual experience
on arrival.

VERY GOOD
VERY GOOD
FAIR
Trillium Line not currently a
Trillium Line not currently a
Trillium Line not currently a
designated Capital Arrival; however, designated Capital Arrival; however, designated Capital Arrival; however,
effective integration with
effective integration with
presence of vacant lands and
surrounding development will
surrounding development will
utilities adjacent to the station do
enhance visitors’ visual experience
enhance visitors’ visual experience
not enhance visual experience.
on arrival.
on arrival.
N/A
Station relocation will not be considered while existing land uses are maintained.
VERY GOOD
VERY GOOD
FAIR
FAIR
Will support TOD and uplift north
Will support TOD and uplift north
Lower potential to support TOD and
Will support TOD and uplift north of
and south of Heron, around a
and south of Heron, around a
uplift adjacent to station due to
Heron.
combined rail/bus transit node.
combined rail/bus transit node.
distance from development parcels.
GOOD
GOOD
GOOD
VERY GOOD
Majority of station within existing rail Majority of station within existing rail Majority of station within road
No new property required.
corridor; any additional property
corridor; any additional property
allowance or existing rail corridor;
easily obtained from PWGSC as
easily obtained from PWGSC as
any additional property easily
part of redevelopment plan.
part of redevelopment plan.
obtained from PWGSC as part of
redevelopment plan.
VERY GOOD
Noise impacts not expected to increase significantly over existing conditions. No difference between alternatives.
VERY GOOD
Air quality impacts not expected to increase significantly over existing conditions. No difference between alternatives.
VERY GOOD
VERY GOOD
VERY GOOD
VERY GOOD
Platform area will have no impact to Platform area will have no impact to Platform area will have no impact to No impact to any known cultural
any known cultural heritage or
any known cultural heritage or
any known cultural heritage or
heritage or archaeological sites, or
archaeological sites, or areas of
archaeological sites, or areas of
archaeological sites, or areas of
areas of archaeological potential.
archaeological potential.
archaeological potential.
archaeological potential.
New pathways may require
New pathways may require
New pathways may require
additional archaeological
additional archaeological
additional archaeological
assessment, although no impacts
assessment, although no impacts
assessment, although no impacts
are anticipated.
are anticipated.
are anticipated.
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Visual impact

Minimizes the visual impact of the
facility, where appropriate

Overall

Rating
Rationale

Cost/Constructability
Capital costs

Minimizes capital costs

Operating costs

Minimizes operating costs

Constructability

Minimizes construction complexity

Conversion
compatibility

Minimizes throwaway costs for Trillium
Line infrastructure
Minimizes costs & disruption associated
with conversion to electric LRT
according to the approved N-S LRT EA
plan

Overall

Rating
Rationale

Trillium Line Extension EA Study
VERY GOOD
VERY GOOD
VERY GOOD
FAIR
Potential for integration with
Potential for integration with
Potential for integration with
Low potential for integration with
adjacent development, permitting
adjacent development, permitting
adjacent development, permitting
adjacent development and highhigh-quality urban design.
high-quality urban design.
high-quality urban design.
quality urban design.
3
1
1
4
Options 2 and 3 are preferred for this factor area as they are most compatible with potential land uses following redevelopment. Option 1 is slightly less
preferred as it offers lower potential for uplift south of Heron Road. Option 4 is least preferred as it offers poor potential for integration with future
redevelopment.
GOOD
Low cost, as elevator connections to
Heron Road not required.

FAIR
Cost of one stairwell/elevator tower.

POOR
VERY GOOD
Requires immediate replacement of Reuses existing station and
Heron Road overpass at high cost,
pathway infrastructure at no
as well as cost of two
additional cost.
stairwell/elevator towers.
VERY GOOD
GOOD
FAIR
GOOD
Lowest operating costs, as
Operating costs similar to Option 4.
Higher operating costs due to
Operating costs similar to Option 4.
elevators not required.
additional stairwells and elevators.
GOOD
GOOD
POOR
VERY GOOD
No modifications to the overpass.
No modifications to the overpass.
Requires immediate replacement of Minimal construction required, apart
No difference in subsurface
No difference in subsurface
Heron Road overpass. The widened from extension of platform to 70
conditions between the options.
conditions between the options.
overpass will require a foundation
metres.
assessment and will likely need to
No difference in subsurface
be supported on deep foundations.
conditions between the options.
No difference in subsurface
conditions between the options.
VERY GOOD
Platform can be re-used for LRT. No difference between alternatives.
VERY GOOD
VERY GOOD
POOR
VERY GOOD
Station can be built in ultimate
Station can be built in ultimate
Conversion to LRT will require
Station can be built in ultimate
location.
location.
further widening of rail tunnel,
location.
impeding station use during
conversion.
2
3
4
1
Option 4 is preferred for this factor area, as it will not incur station construction or relocation costs other than the costs of extending the platform to 70
metres. Option 1 is less preferred, as it can be constructed as an at-grade station with no elevators. Option 2 is slightly less preferred, as it will result in
higher costs due to the inclusion of elevators. Option 3 is least preferred, as it will require twice the number of elevators and the immediate replacement
of the Heron overpass, and will involve the greatest potential disruption during LRT conversion.

Overall Performance
Rating
Rationale

2
1
4
3
Option 2 is preferred, as it offers the best balance of network connectivity, integration with surrounding land uses, and construction costs. Option 1 is
slightly less preferred, as it is less costly and can integrate well with surrounding land uses, but offers lower connectivity to other rapid transit lines.
Option 4 is less preferred, as it integrates poorly with surrounding land uses. Option 3 is least preferred, as it provides good integration with rapid transit
and surrounding land uses, but has significantly higher construction costs.
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Alternatives Analysis – Walkley Station
Factor Areas /
Criteria

Performance Measures – “The preferred
alternative…”

Transportation System
Network
Provides the best connections to existing and
connectivity
planned local and rapid transit routes

Provides the best connections to existing and
planned pedestrian, cycling and road networks

Ridership

Generates the highest ridership

Catchment Area

Serves the greatest potential ridership
catchment area (within a 600-m radius of
stations)

Geometry

Uses curves and grades that deliver the highest
level of rider comfort

Service
reliability/
recovery
Safety/security

Provides the most reliable service with the
fewest potential delays

Overall

Rating
Rationale

Provides the safest facility for passengers and
for other
transportation system users

Natural Environment
Surface water
Minimizes impacts and supports enhancements
to surface water quality and drainage
Groundwater
Minimizes impacts and supports enhancements
to contaminated sites and groundwater quality

Trillium Line Extension EA Study

Option 1: North of Walkley

Option 2: Centred on Walkley

Option 3: South of Walkley

Option 4: Far South of Walkley

FAIR
Direct connection to westbound
local routes along Walkley Road.
Connection to eastbound routes will
require crossing street.
Potential for at-grade connection to
northbound Transitway platform,
but poor connection to southbound
platform.
GOOD
Direct connection to westbound
cycling route and north-side
pedestrian facilities.

GOOD
Access from both sides of Walkley
permits direct connections to local
routes in both directions along
Walkley Road, as well as most
direct connection to existing
Transitway station.

FAIR
Direct connection to eastbound
local routes along Walkley Road.
Connection to westbound routes
will require crossing street.
Poor connection to existing
Transitway station.

POOR
Poor connection to local routes on
Walkley Road and existing
Transitway station

VERY GOOD
GOOD
POOR
Access from both sides of Walkley
Direct connection to eastbound
No direct street connections; new
permits direct connections to
cycling route and south-side
pathway connections required to
pedestrian/ cycling facilities in both
pedestrian facilities.
provide access.
directions along Walkley Road.
VERY GOOD
Combined total of 100 boardings and alightings anticipated during the 2048 morning peak hour. No difference between alternatives.
GOOD
GOOD
GOOD
FAIR
Provides balanced access for
Provides balanced access for
Provides balanced access for
Provides better access for
communities east and west of
communities east and west of
communities east and west of
residential community east of Bank
station.
station.
station
Street, but poor access for
communities west of Airport
Parkway
FAIR
FAIR
FAIR
GOOD
Platform located on a gently curved Platform located on a gently curved Platform located on a gently curved Platform located on a straight
section of track.
section of track.
section of track.
section of track.
VERY GOOD
Compatible with planned passing siding locations. No difference between alternatives.
GOOD
FAIR
VERY GOOD
FAIR
Platform visible from Walkley Road Platform not visible from Walkley
Platform visible from Walkley Road Platform and access pathways not
but not from adjacent residential
Road.
and adjacent hotel/condo
visible from Walkley or Bank
area.
development.
streets.
3
1
2
4
Option 2 is preferred for this factor area as it offers the best connections to other transit services and surrounding land uses. Option 3 is slightly less
preferred as it offers poorer connections from the north side of Walkley Road but good visibility and security. Option 1 is slightly less preferred, as it
offers poorer connections from the south side of Walkley Road and locates the platform in a less visible location. Option 4 is least preferred as it offers
the poorest connections to other transit services and the least visible platform location, despite its greater proximity to Bank Street.
VERY GOOD
Impacts can be fully mitigated with standard SWM measures. No difference between alternatives
VERY GOOD
No potential for soil or groundwater contamination near the station. No difference between alternatives.
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Vegetation

Minimizes impacts and supports enhancements
to vegetation communities
Fisheries and
Minimizes potential to cause serious harm to
aquatic habitat
fish
Designated
Minimizes impacts and supports enhancements
natural features
to designated natural features, including the
Greenbelt, the Lester Road PSW, and
significant woodlands
SAR
Minimizes impacts to Species at Risk and
supports habitat enhancement
Overall
Rating
Rationale
Social/Cultural Environment
Capital Arrival
Provides the greatest enhancement to the
Capital Arrival Experience or to riders’ visual
experience

Land use
compatibility

Property
Noise/Vibration

Air quality
Cultural
heritage/
archaeology
Visual Impact

Trillium Line Extension EA Study
VERY GOOD
Impacts associated with vegetation removal expected to be minor and easily mitigated. No difference between alternatives.
VERY GOOD
No anticipated impacts to Sawmill Creek. No difference between alternatives.
VERY GOOD
No designated natural features near the station. No difference between alternatives.

VERY GOOD
Impacts to SAR expected to be minimal and easily mitigated. No difference between alternatives.
1
1
1
1
All options equally preferred; no difference between alternatives.
GOOD
Trillium Line not currently a
designated Capital Arrival; this
option can be designed to be
visually appealing but offers lower
potential for integration with
surrounding development.
FAIR
Fairly compatible with existing
Transitway station; platform located
adjacent to residential community
with no direct access to station.

VERY GOOD
Trillium Line not currently a
designated Capital Arrival;
however, effective integration with
surrounding development will
enhance visitors’ visual experience
on arrival.
VERY GOOD
Most compatible with existing
Transitway station; good
compatibility with adjacent
hotel/condo development.

VERY GOOD
Trillium Line not currently a
designated Capital Arrival;
however, effective integration with
surrounding development will
enhance visitors’ visual experience
on arrival.
VERY GOOD
Fairly compatible with existing
Transitway station; most compatible
with adjacent hotel/condo
development.

VERY GOOD
Trillium Line not currently a
designated Capital Arrival;
however, effective integration with
surrounding development will
enhance visitors’ visual experience
on arrival.
FAIR
Good compatibility with adjacent
hotel/condo development, but not
with existing Transitway station or
adjacent commercial land uses.

Provides the best opportunities for Smart
Growth, TOD, and uplift adjacent to the corridor

GOOD
No development potential adjacent
to platform; still close to potential
development parcels south of
Walkley.

VERY GOOD
Adjacent to potential development
parcels south of Walkley.

VERY GOOD
Adjacent to potential development
parcels south of Walkley.

VERY GOOD
Adjacent to potential development
parcels south of Walkley.

Minimizes the number of hectares of property
required
Minimizes noise and ground vibration impacts to
adjacent communities

VERY GOOD
No property required outside existing ROW. No difference between alternatives.
VERY GOOD
VERY GOOD
VERY GOOD
FAIR
Adjacent community to the east is
Station located under Walkley
Station location adjacent to a new
Potential impacts to outdoor living
protected by an existing noise
Bridge will attenuate noise to
hotel, which does not have any
areas associated with new
fence
nearby residential communities
outdoor living areas.
condominium adjacent to station.
GOOD
Station emissions are not expected to have a substantial impact on adjacent community. No difference between alternatives.
VERY GOOD
Platform area within ROW will have no impact to any known cultural heritage or archaeological sites, or areas of archaeological potential. Any required
property west of the ROW may require additional archaeological assessment, although no impacts are anticipated. No difference between alternatives.
GOOD
VERY GOOD
VERY GOOD
VERY GOOD
Platform not in a prominent
Potential for integration with
Potential for integration with
Potential for integration with
location; can be designed to be
adjacent development, permitting
adjacent development, permitting
adjacent development, permitting
visually appealing.
high-quality urban design.
high-quality urban design.
high-quality urban design.

Is most compatible with existing land uses
adjacent to the corridor/facility

Minimizes air quality impacts to adjacent
communities
Minimizes impacts to heritage and
archaeological resources
Minimizes the visual impact of the facility as
required.
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Overall

Rating
Rationale

Cost/Constructability
Capital costs
Minimizes capital costs

Operating costs

Minimizes operating costs

Constructability

Minimizes construction complexity

Conversion
compatibility

Minimizes throwaway costs for Trillium Line
infrastructure
Minimizes costs & disruption associated with
conversion to electric LRT according to the
approved N-S LRT EA plan

Overall

Rating
Rationale

Overall Performance
Rating
Rationale

Trillium Line Extension EA Study
3
1
1
4
Options 2 and 3 are preferred for this factor area as they offer good integration with surrounding land uses and the lowest anticipated negative impacts.
Option 1 is slightly less preferred as it offers lower potential for integration with surrounding land uses. Option 4 is least preferred, as it has lower
potential for land use integration and the potential for negative noise impacts.
GOOD
Requires one stairwell/elevator
tower.

POOR
FAIR
FAIR
Requires immediate replacement of May require a stairwell/elevator
Will require pathway connections to
Walkley Road overpass at high
tower if pathways unfeasible; will
Walkley and Bank, as well as some
cost, as well as cost of two
also require retaining walls.
retaining walls.
stairwell/elevator towers.
GOOD
FAIR
GOOD
VERY GOOD
Operating costs similar to Option 3. Higher operating costs due to
Operating costs similar to Option 1. Lowest operating costs, as
additional stairwells and elevators.
elevators not required.
VERY GOOD
POOR
GOOD
GOOD
Platform located in open area.
Requires immediate replacement of Some retaining walls required
Some retaining walls required
Walkley Road overpass, including
adjacent to platform.
adjacent to platform.
widening or duplication of rail
tunnel. The reconstructed overpass
will require a foundation
assessment and will likely be
required to be supported on deep
foundations.
No difference in subsurface
conditions between the options.
VERY GOOD
Platform can be re-used for LRT. No difference between alternatives.
VERY GOOD
POOR
VERY GOOD
VERY GOOD
Station can be built in ultimate
Conversion to LRT will require
Station can be built in ultimate
Station can be built in ultimate
location.
further widening of rail tunnel,
location.
location.
impeding station use during
conversion.
1
4
3
2
Option 1 is preferred for this factor area as it would be located on an open site. Options 3 and 4 are slightly less preferred, as they will need to be
integrated with existing retaining walls at the property line. Option 4 is least preferred, as it would require reconstruction of the Walkley Road overpass
and likely substantial additional disruption during LRT conversion.
2
4
1
3
Option 3 is preferred as it offers the best balance between transportation network connectivity, integration with adjacent land uses, and low
construction costs. Option 1 is less preferred, despite its lower construction costs, as it would integrate less effectively with adjacent land uses. Option
4 is less preferred, as it would integrate less effectively with adjacent land uses and transportation networks. Option 2 is least preferred, as it would
entail high construction cost and complexity.
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Alternatives Analysis – South Keys Station
Factor Areas /
Criteria

Performance Measures – “The preferred
alternative…”

Transportation System
Network
Provides the best connections to existing and
connectivity
planned local and rapid transit routes
Provides the best connections to existing and
planned pedestrian, cycling and road networks
Ridership

Generates the highest ridership

Catchment Area

Serves the greatest potential ridership catchment
area (within a 600-m radius of stations)

Geometry

Uses curves and grades that deliver the highest
level of rider comfort
Provides the most reliable service with the fewest
potential delays

Service
reliability/
recovery
Safety/security

Provides the safest facility for passengers and for
other
transportation system users
Overall
Rating
Rationale
Natural Environment
Surface water
Minimizes impacts and supports enhancements to
surface water quality and drainage

Groundwater
Vegetation
Fisheries and
aquatic habitat

Designated
natural features

SAR
Overall

Minimizes impacts and supports enhancements to
contaminated sites and groundwater quality
Minimizes impacts and supports enhancements to
vegetation communities
Minimizes potential to cause serious harm to fish

Minimizes impacts and supports enhancements to
designated natural features, including the
Greenbelt, the Lester Road PSW, and significant
woodlands
Minimizes impacts to Species at Risk and
supports habitat enhancement
Rating

Trillium Line Extension EA Study

Option 1: North of Underpass

Option 2: Centred on Underpass

Option 3: South of Underpass

VERY GOOD
Provides a direct connection to local and rapid transit routes at the existing Transitway station. No difference between alternatives.
VERY GOOD
Provides a direct connection to existing South Keys drop-off point and proposed station plaza, as well as to Sawmill Creek MUP and Airport Parkway
pedestrian bridge. No difference between alternatives.
VERY GOOD
Combined total of 740 boardings and alightings anticipated during the 2048 morning peak hour. No difference between alternatives.
VERY GOOD
Serves proposed mixed-use redevelopment at South Keys, as well as residential communities east of Bank Street and west of Airport Parkway. No
difference between alternatives.
VERY GOOD
Platform located on a straight section of track. No difference between alternatives.
VERY GOOD
Station to incorporate pocket track to permit effective integration of Main Line and Airport Link services.
No difference between alternatives.
GOOD
Platform visible from adjacent Transitway station. Passive surveillance to increase with redevelopment around station.
No difference between alternatives.
1
1
1
All alternatives have similar transportation system impacts and are equally preferred.
GOOD
Impacts can be fully mitigated with standard
SWM measures.
This option may have greater footprint impacts
on Sawmill Creek and associated drains.

GOOD
VERY GOOD
Impacts can be fully mitigated with standard
Impacts can be fully mitigated with standard
SWM measures.
SWM measures.
Potential for some footprint impacts to Sawmill
Least potential for footprint impacts to Sawmill
Creek.
Creek.
FAIR
Construction may impact PAH-contaminated fill, which will require management during construction. No difference between alternatives.
VERY GOOD
Impacts associated with vegetation removal expected to be minor and easily mitigated. No difference between alternatives.
GOOD
VERY GOOD
VERY GOOD
Higher potential to cause serious harm to fish
Low potential to cause serious harm to fish.
Low potential to cause serious harm to fish.
due to proximity to SWM pond forebay; may
require additional mitigation.
VERY GOOD
No designated natural features near the station. No difference between alternatives.

3

VERY GOOD
Impacts to SAR expected to be minimal and easily mitigated. No difference between alternatives.
1
1
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Rationale
Social/Cultural Environment
Capital Arrival
Provides the greatest enhancement to the Capital
Arrival Experience or to riders’ visual experience
Land use
compatibility

Property
Noise/Vibration

Air quality
Cultural
heritage/
archaeology
Visual Impact

Is most compatible with existing land uses
adjacent to the corridor/facility
Provides the best opportunities for Smart Growth,
TOD, and uplift adjacent to the corridor
Minimizes the number of hectares of property
required
Minimizes noise and ground vibration impacts to
adjacent communities
Minimizes air quality impacts to adjacent
communities
Minimizes impacts to heritage and archaeological
resources

Minimizes the visual impact of the facility

Overall

Rating
Rationale
Cost/Constructability
Capital costs
Minimizes capital costs

Operating costs

Minimizes operating costs

Constructability

Minimizes construction complexity

Conversion
compatibility

Minimizes throwaway costs for Trillium Line
infrastructure

Overall

Minimizes costs & disruption associated with
conversion to electric LRT according to the
approved N-S LRT EA plan
Rating
Rationale

Trillium Line Extension EA Study
Options 2 and 3 are preferred for this factor area as they have lower potential to require mitigation for fisheries impacts to the SWM pond forebay.
Option 1 is less preferred, as it has higher potential to result in fisheries impacts.
VERY GOOD
Trillium Line not currently a designated Capital Arrival; however, can be designed to enhance visitors’ visual experience on arrival.
No difference between alternatives.
GOOD
Provides the same pedestrian access to South Keys shopping centre as existing station. No difference between alternatives.
VERY GOOD
Adjacent to significant potential redevelopment at South Keys, as envisioned in CDP. No difference between alternatives.
VERY GOOD
No property required outside existing ROW. No difference between alternatives.
VERY GOOD
Station location well removed from existing residential communities. Any potential redevelopment can be designed to minimize noise impacts. No
difference between alternatives.
VERY GOOD
Station location well removed from residential communities. No difference between alternatives.
VERY GOOD
Platform and underpass within ROW will have no impact to any known cultural heritage or archaeological sites.
Any required property west of the ROW may require additional archaeological assessment, although no impacts are anticipated.
No difference between alternatives.
GOOD
Potential for visually appealing design integrated with existing station. No difference between alternatives.
1
1
1
All alternatives have similar social and cultural impacts and are equally preferred.
GOOD
Minimizes impact to existing pedestrian
underpass.
Some impact to culvert north of station, requiring
reconstruction.

GOOD
Some impact to existing pedestrian underpass.
Potential for impact to culvert north of station,
which may require reconstruction.

VERY GOOD
Minimizes impact to existing pedestrian
underpass.
No impact to culvert north of station.

VERY GOOD
No difference between alternatives.
VERY GOOD
Similar subsurface conditions at all three locations.
VERY GOOD
Rail platform can be maintained and extended for use in twin-track ELRT. Rail beds can be constructed in ultimate location and used as base for ELRT
track. No difference between alternatives.
GOOD
Rail platform and rail beds can be constructed in ultimate location, minimizing conversion complexity but requiring shutdown during conversion.
3
2
1
Option 3 is preferred as it minimizes construction costs associated with mitigating impacts to the existing pedestrian underpass and culvert. Option 2 is
less preferred, as it is expected to have slightly greater costs associated with construction around the existing pedestrian underpass. Option 1 is least
preferred, as it is expected to have the highest costs associated with reconstructing or extending the existing culvert north of the station.
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Overall Performance
Rating
Rationale

Trillium Line Extension EA Study

3
2
1
Option 3 is preferred as it minimizes construction costs and impacts to the existing pedestrian underpass and culvert, with comparable impacts in other
areas. Option 2 is less preferred as it is anticipated to have greater impacts on the existing pedestrian underpass. Option 1 is least preferred as it is
expected to impact the existing culvert.
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Alternatives Analysis – Lester Road Grade Separation

Factor Areas / Criteria

Performance Measures – “The preferred
alternative…”

Transportation System
Network connectivity
Provides the best connections to existing and
planned pedestrian, cycling and road networks
Geometry
Service reliability/
recovery

Uses curves and grades that deliver the
highest level of rider comfort
Provides the most reliable service with the
fewest potential delays

Safety/security

Provides the safest facility for passengers and
for other transportation system users

Overall

Rating
Rationale

Natural Environment
Surface water

Groundwater

Vegetation

Option 1: All Tracks and MUP over Road*

Option 2 : Trillium Line Track and MUP
over Road

Option 3 : Road over Rail

VERY GOOD
Permits grade-separated MUP crossing of Lester Road and direct MUP connections to cycling/pedestrian facilities along Lester Road.
No difference between alternatives.
GOOD
GOOD
VERY GOOD
Uses acceptable rail grades.
Uses acceptable rail grades.
Uses optimal rail geometry (no grade).
FAIR
FAIR
VERY GOOD
Potential for traction issues on climb/descent Potential for traction issues on climb/descent Flat grade for trains results in lowest potential
in certain weather conditions.
in certain weather conditions.
for delays.
VERY GOOD
VERY GOOD
VERY GOOD
Grade separates all crossings.
Grade separates most frequent crossings.
Grade separates all crossings.
Risks associated with occasional at-grade
freight crossings expected to be minor and
easily mitigated.
2
3
1
Option 3 is preferred for this factor area as it is uses the best possible geometry and offers the greatest safety. Option 1 is less preferred as
the introduction of rail grades may have occasional impacts on comfort and reliability. Option 2 is least preferred due to the use of grades for
the passenger rail line and the additional mitigation measures required to ensure the safety of the at-grade freight crossing.

Minimizes impacts and supports
enhancements to surface water quality and
drainage

FAIR
Moderate impacts (1.1 ha) to Lester Wetland.
Impacts to Airport SWM pond in southwest
quadrant.

Minimizes impacts and supports
enhancements to contaminated sites and
groundwater quality
Minimizes impacts and supports
enhancements to vegetation communities

GOOD
Minimal potential for soil or groundwater contamination near the station. Potential requirement to manage potentially contaminated fill from
existing track bed during construction. No difference between alternatives.
FAIR
GOOD
FAIR
1.1 ha of impact to Lester Wetland, including
0.8 ha of impact to Lester Wetland, including
3 ha of impact to Lester Wetland, including
removal of edges of 8 common wetland
removal of edges of 5 common wetland
removal of edges of 9 common wetland
vegetation communities.
vegetation communities.
vegetation communities.
FAIR
GOOD
GOOD
Culvert extensions required for two crossings Culvert extensions required for two crossings Culvert extension required for one crossing of
of Alexander Drain.
of Alexander Drain (shorter than in Option 1). Alexander Drain.
Will require realignment of a 100-m reach of
Will require realignment of a 100-m reach of
Will require realignment of a 150-m roadside
Alexander Drain north of Lester Road.
Alexander Drain north of Lester Road.
reach of Alexander Drain on the south side of
Lester Road.
FAIR
GOOD
FAIR
Direct removal of a portion of Lester Road
Direct removal of a portion of Lester Road
Direct removal of a portion of Lester Road
PSW in northwest, northeast and southeast
PSW in northeast and southeast quadrants.
PSW in northwest, northeast and southeast
quadrants.
No removal on west side.
quadrants.
POOR
FAIR
FAIR

Fisheries and aquatic
habitat

Minimizes potential to cause serious harm to
fish

Designated natural
features

Minimizes impacts and supports
enhancements to designated natural features,
including the Greenbelt, the Lester Road PSW,
and significant woodlands
Minimizes impacts to Species at Risk and

SAR

Trillium Line Extension EA Study

GOOD
Least impact (0.8 ha) to Lester Wetland.
Avoids impacts to Airport SWM pond.

FAIR
Most impact (3 ha) to Lester Wetland.
Impacts to Airport SWM pond in southwest
quadrant.
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supports habitat enhancement

Overall

Rating
Rationale

Social/Cultural Environment
Capital Arrival
Provides the greatest enhancement to the
Capital Arrival Experience or to riders’ visual
experience

Land use compatibility

Is most compatible with existing land uses
adjacent to the corridor/facility

Property

Minimizes the number of hectares of property
required

Noise/Vibration

Cultural heritage/
archaeology

Minimizes noise and ground vibration impacts
to adjacent communities
Minimizes air quality impacts to adjacent
communities
Minimizes impacts to heritage and
archaeological resources

Visual impact

Minimizes the visual impact of the facility

Overall

Rating
Rationale

Air quality

Cost/Constructability
Capital costs

Minimizes capital costs

Trillium Line Extension EA Study
Embankment in northwest quadrant will affect
confirmed Snapping Turtle habitat.
Vegetation removals may also affect suitable
habitat for other SAR.

Minimizes impacts to confirmed Snapping
Turtle habitat in northwest quadrant.
Vegetation removals may also affect suitable
habitat for other SAR.

Embankments in northwest and southwest
quadrants will affect confirmed Snapping
Turtle habitat.
Provides opportunity for wildlife crossing
facilities under Lester Road.
Vegetation removals may also affect suitable
habitat for other SAR.
3
1
2
Option 2 is preferred as it minimizes direct impacts to PSW west of the existing alignment that provide confirmed SAR turtle habitat, and
requires shorter culvert extensions. Option 3 is less preferred, as it has the greatest impact to confirmed SAR turtle habitat but offers a greater
opportunity to reduce turtle road mortality through the provision of wildlife crossing enhancements. Option 1 is least preferred as it impacts
confirmed SAR turtle habitat with fewer mitigation opportunities.
VERY GOOD
This section of Trillium Line unlikely to be
designated a Capital Arrival; visual
experience potentially enhanced by views
from high point of crossing.
FAIR
Some impact to adjacent wetlands and SWM
facilities.
No impact to proposed future Lester Road
and Airport Parkway realignment in northwest
quadrant.
FAIR
1.1 ha of property required outside the ROW.

VERY GOOD
GOOD
This section of Trillium Line unlikely to be
This section of Trillium Line unlikely to be
designated a Capital Arrival; visual
designated a Capital Arrival; minor disruption
experience potentially enhanced by views
to visual experience during passage under
from high point of crossing.
Lester Road.
GOOD
POOR
Lowest impact to adjacent wetlands and
Most impact to adjacent wetlands and SWM
SWM facilities.
facilities.
No impact to proposed future Lester Road
Least compatible with proposed future Airport
and Airport Parkway realignment in northwest Parkway and Lester Road realignment in
quadrant.
northwest quadrant.
GOOD
FAIR
Lowest requirement (0.8 ha) for property
Highest requirement (3 ha) for property
outside the ROW.
outside the ROW.
VERY GOOD
Crossing well removed from residential communities. No difference between alternatives.
VERY GOOD
Crossing well removed from residential communities. No difference between alternatives.
VERY GOOD
VERY GOOD
GOOD
No impact to any known cultural heritage or
No impact to any known cultural heritage or
No impact to any known cultural heritage or
archaeological sites.
archaeological sites.
archaeological sites.
Any required property outside the existing
Any required property outside the existing
Any required property outside the existing
ROW will require additional archaeological
ROW will require additional archaeological
ROW will require additional archaeological
assessment, although no impacts are
assessment, although no impacts are
assessment, although no impacts are
anticipated.
anticipated.
anticipated.
FAIR
FAIR
FAIR
Large crossing structure and associated
Smaller structure than Option 1 will be less
Smaller structure than either rail option, but
embankments likely to be visually obtrusive.
obtrusive, but retaining wall on west side of
greater height.
tracks has potential to be very unattractive.
2
1
3
Option 2 is preferred as it is most compatible with adjacent wetlands and transportation corridors and has the lowest property requirements.
Option 1 is less preferred as it has higher impacts in these areas, while Option 3 is least preferred as it has the highest impacts.
FAIR

POOR

FAIR
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Trillium Line Extension EA Study
Lowest construction cost, but substantial
embankment and heavy structure required.
Potentially significant wetland and SWM
mitigation costs due to embankment footprint.

15% higher construction cost than Option 1
(lighter structure, but costly retaining wall
required).
Lowest potential costs for wetland and SWM
mitigation due to smallest footprint.
POOR
Retaining wall will require significant
maintenance.
Tracks on grade will require some additional
maintenance.
GOOD
All options have similar subsurface
constraints.

Operating costs

Minimizes operating costs

FAIR
Tracks on grade will require some additional
maintenance compared with flat tracks.

Constructability

Minimizes construction complexity

GOOD
All options have similar subsurface
constraints.

Conversion
compatibility

Minimizes throwaway costs for Trillium Line
infrastructure
Minimizes costs & disruption associated with
conversion to electric LRT according to the
approved N-S LRT EA plan

Overall

Rating
Rationale

Construction cost comparable to Option 1
(road structure is less expensive, but
significant embankments are needed for
required height clearance).
Highest potential costs for wetland and SWM
mitigation due to largest footprint.
FAIR
Salt from road will shorten bridge life.

FAIR
Requires detour of Lester Road during
construction.
All options have similar subsurface
constraints.
GOOD
GOOD
VERY GOOD
Embankment can be widened and
Embankment can be widened and
Structure can be designed to cross all future
maintained for future ELRT.
maintained for future ELRT.
freight and ELRT tracks.
GOOD
GOOD
VERY GOOD
Some costs and disruption associated with
Some costs and disruption associated with
Minimal costs and disruption associated with
embankment/rail structure widening.
embankment/rail structure widening.
rail conversion work underneath road
overpass.
2
3
1
Option 3 is preferred as it has the lowest combined capital and operating costs and will result in the least disruption during LRT conversion.
Option 1 is less preferred as it will have higher costs in each of these areas. Option 2 is least preferred as it has the highest construction,
maintenance and conversion costs.

Overall Performance
Rating
Rationale

2
1
3
Option 2 is preferred as it minimizes ecological issues and is compatible with future Lester Road and Airport Parkway alignments, despite its
higher construction and maintenance costs. Option 1 is less preferred, as it has higher ecological impacts and similar construction and
maintenance costs. Option 3 is least preferred, although it is the best solution for rail transit, because it has significant ecological impacts and
is incompatible with other planned road corridors in the area.

*The “Rail under Road” and “Road under Rail” options were screened out during a preliminary review of options, as the high water table in the area prevents construction below grade.
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Alternatives Analysis – Leitrim Road Grade Separation

Factor Areas / Criteria

Performance Measures – “The preferred
alternative…”

Transportation System
Network connectivity
Provides the best connections to existing and
planned pedestrian, cycling and road networks
Geometry
Service reliability

Safety/security
Overall

Natural Environment
Surface water
Groundwater

Uses curves and grades that deliver the highest
level of rider comfort
Provides the most reliable service with the fewest
potential delays
Provides the safest facility for passengers and for
other transportation system users
Rating
Rationale

Minimizes impacts and supports enhancements to
surface water quality and drainage
Minimizes impacts and supports enhancements to
contaminated sites and groundwater quality

Vegetation

Minimizes impacts and supports enhancements to
vegetation communities

Fisheries and aquatic
habitat
Designated natural
features

Minimizes potential to cause serious harm to fish

SAR

Minimizes impacts to Species at Risk and
supports habitat enhancement

Overall

Rating
Rationale

Minimizes impacts and supports enhancements to
designated natural features, including the
Greenbelt, the Lester Road PSW, and significant
woodlands

Social/Cultural Environment
Capital Arrival
Provides the greatest enhancement to the Capital

Trillium Line Extension EA Study

Option 1: Rail over Road*

Option 2 : Road over Rail

VERY GOOD
Permits grade-separated MUP crossing of Leitrim Road and maintains MUP along existing Osgoode Pathway alignment.
No difference between alternatives.
GOOD
VERY GOOD
Uses acceptable rail grades.
Uses optimal rail geometry (no grade).
FAIR
VERY GOOD
Potential for traction issues on climb/descent in certain weather
Flat grade for trains results in lowest potential for delays.
conditions.
VERY GOOD
Grade separates all crossings. No difference between alternatives.
2
1
Option 2 is preferred in this factor area as it uses optimal rail geometry, reducing the potential for delays. Option 1 is less preferred as it
introduces a slight possibility for delay.
VERY GOOD
Impacts can be fully mitigated with standard SWM measures. No difference between alternatives.
FAIR
Potential to disturb contaminated soil or groundwater associated with former Gloucester landfill and potentially contaminated properties near
the crossing. No difference between alternatives.
FAIR
GOOD
Direct removal of edge vegetation along rail corridor north and south
Direct removal of edge vegetation along north and south sides of
of Leitrim Road.
Leitrim Road.
No significant difference between alternatives.
Potential to reduce wildlife interaction with roadway traffic, if effective
undercrossings are implemented.
No significant difference between alternatives.
VERY GOOD
No watercourses near the crossing. No difference between alternatives.
GOOD
FAIR
Minimal or no direct removal of edge of Lester Road PSW in
Direct removal of edge of Lester Road PSW in northeast quadrant.
northeast quadrant.
Direct removals of edges of Urban Natural Features in northeast,
Direct removals of edges of Urban Natural Features in northeast,
northwest and southwest quadrants.
northwest and southwest quadrants.
GOOD
Impacts to confirmed SAR bird habitat north of Leitrim Road, due to vegetation removals and presence of active rail line, will be largely
mitigated by size of habitat. Other potential SAR impacts can also be mitigated. No difference between alternatives.
2
1
Option 2 is slightly preferred for this factor area as the vegetation impacts take place along the more highly disturbed Leitrim Road corridor,
and the elevated road may discourage wildlife and reduce wildlife collisions. Option 1 is less preferred as habitat removals will take place in a
less disturbed area.
VERY GOOD

GOOD
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Arrival Experience or to riders’ visual experience

Land use compatibility

Is most compatible with existing land uses
adjacent to the corridor/facility

Property

Minimizes the number of hectares of property
required

Noise/Vibration

Minimizes noise and ground vibration impacts to
adjacent communities

Air quality
Cultural heritage/
archaeology

Minimizes air quality impacts to adjacent
communities
Minimizes impacts to heritage and archaeological
resources

Visual impact

Minimizes the visual impact of the facility

Overall

Rating
Rationale

Trillium Line Extension EA Study
This section of Trillium Line unlikely to be designated a Capital
Arrival; visual experience potentially enhanced by views from high
point of crossing.
POOR
Incompatibility with Airport Zoning Regulations will require short-term
exemption, as well as removal of grade separation and reconstruction
of rail at grade if planned runway is constructed.

This section of Trillium Line unlikely to be designated a Capital
Arrival; minor disruption to visual experience during passage under
Leitrim Road.
POOR
Footprint and access impacts to 5 properties between rail line and
Gilligan Road will require the City to provide alternate access at the
rear.
Incompatibility with Airport Zoning Regulations will require short-term
exemption, as well as removal of grade separation if planned runway
is constructed.
GOOD
POOR
0.5 ha of property required outside the ROW.
1.4 ha of property required outside the ROW.
Impact to 1 adjacent property in southeast quadrant.
Embankment will make at least 2 properties between rail line and
Gilligan Road unviable.
VERY GOOD
GOOD
The roadway is a stronger noise source and remains at grade,
Elevating the roadway would increase sound transmission into the
minimizing changes to the existing soundscape.
surrounding environment; however, the overpass is located at a
moderate distance away from residential dwellings.
VERY GOOD
Roadway and rail are free flowing, minimizing air quality impacts. No difference between alternatives.
VERY GOOD
GOOD
No impact to any known cultural heritage or archaeological sites.
No impact to any known cultural heritage or archaeological sites.
Any required property outside the existing rail ROW will require
Any required property outside the existing rail ROW in the northeast,
additional archaeological assessment, although no impacts are
northwest and southwest quadrants will require additional
anticipated.
archaeological assessment, although no impacts are anticipated.
FAIR
The road over rail structure is lighter but higher than the rail over road structure. No significant difference between alternatives.
1
2
Option 1 is preferred in this factor area as it reduces impacts to adjacent properties. Option 2 is less preferred as it results in property impacts
that cannot be completely mitigated.

Cost/Constructability
Capital costs

Minimizes capital costs

Operating costs

Minimizes operating costs

Constructability

Minimizes construction complexity

Conversion
compatibility

Minimizes throwaway costs for Trillium Line
infrastructure

POOR
Requires higher-cost rail overpass to be returned to grade when
Leitrim Road is realigned, to ensure compliance with AZR.

Minimizes costs & disruption associated with

GOOD

FAIR
Construction cost 50% higher than Option 2.
Construction of retaining wall to mitigate property impacts will
increase cost.
FAIR
Tracks on grade will require some additional maintenance compared
with flat tracks.
Retaining wall will require additional maintenance.
GOOD
All options have similar subsurface constraints.

GOOD
Lowest construction cost.
Construction of alternate access to help mitigate property impacts will
increase cost.
GOOD
Salt from road will shorten bridge life.

FAIR
Requires detour of Leitrim Road during construction.
All options have similar subsurface constraints.
GOOD
No need to alter rail line when Leitrim Road is realigned, as at-grade
line will already be compliant with AZR. Lower-cost road overpass is
a lower throwaway cost.
VERY GOOD
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Overall

Trillium Line Extension EA Study

conversion to electric LRT according to the
approved N-S LRT EA plan
Rating
Rationale

Some costs and disruption associated with embankment/rail structure Minimal costs and disruption associated with rail conversion work
widening.
underneath road overpass.
2
1
Option 2 is preferred as it has slightly lower capital costs and much lower throwaway costs and complexity associated with runway
construction or a future conversion to ELRT. These benefits are considered to be more substantial than those property impacts that cannot be
mitigated. Option 1 has higher construction and maintenance costs, which would be throwaway costs in the long term.

Rating
Rationale

2
1
Option 2 is preferred, as it has lower construction and throwaway costs, slightly lower natural environment impacts, and optimal rail geometry.
Although it results in impacts to adjacent properties, a large proportion of these can be mitigated. Option 1 is less preferred as it has high
construction and operating costs, high throwaway costs, less optimal geometry and slightly larger natural environment impacts.

Overall Performance

*The “Rail under Road” and “Road under Rail” options were screened out during a preliminary review of options, as the high water table in the area prevents construction below grade.
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Alternatives Analysis – Bowesville Station
Factor Areas /
Criteria

Performance Measures – “The preferred
alternative…”

Transportation System
Network
Provides the best connections to existing and
connectivity
planned local and rapid transit routes
Provides the best connections to existing and
planned pedestrian, cycling and road networks

Ridership

Generates the highest ridership

Catchment Area

Serves the greatest potential ridership catchment
area (within a 600-m radius of stations)
Uses curves and grades that deliver the highest
level of rider comfort

Geometry

Service
reliability/
recovery

Provides the most reliable service with the fewest
potential delays

Safety/security

Provides the safest facility for passengers and for
other transportation system users

Overall

Rating
Rationale

Natural Environment
Surface water
Minimizes impacts and supports enhancements
to surface water quality and drainage
Groundwater
Minimizes impacts and supports enhancements
to contaminated sites and groundwater quality
Vegetation
Minimizes impacts and supports enhancements
to vegetation communities
Fisheries and
aquatic habitat

Minimizes potential to cause serious harm to fish

Designated
natural features

Minimizes impacts and supports enhancements
to designated natural features, including the

Trillium Line Extension EA Study

Option 1: East of Bowesville

Option 2: West of Bowesville – Bowesville
Road Closed

Option 3: West of Bowesville – Grade
Separation

VERY GOOD
Provides direct connection to local routes and future BRT serving Riverside South and Barrhaven.
No difference between alternatives.
FAIR
POOR
FAIR
Located at a distance from Bowesville Rd.
Closure of Bowesville Road incompatible with
Located at a distance from Bowesville Rd.
Provides direct cycling connection to Bowesville
TMP road network.
Provides direct cycling connection to Bowesville
Road and corridor MUP.
Located at a distance from Bowesville Rd.
Road and corridor MUP.
Remote from other pedestrian destinations in
Provides direct cycling connection to Bowesville
Remote from other pedestrian destinations in
advance of potential Airport development.
Road and corridor MUP.
advance of potential Airport development.
Remote from other pedestrian destinations in
advance of potential Airport development.
VERY GOOD
Combined total of 1,020 boardings and alightings anticipated during the 2048 morning peak hour. No difference between alternatives.
FAIR
No residents within 600 metres of station. Ridership to be drawn from local bus routes and Park and Ride users.
VERY GOOD
VERY GOOD
VERY GOOD
Uses optimal rail geometry (no grade).
Uses optimal rail geometry (no grade).
Uses optimal (no grades) or acceptable rail
geometry, depending on the grade separation
chosen.
VERY GOOD
VERY GOOD
VERY GOOD
Flat grade for trains results in lowest potential for
Flat grade for trains results in lowest potential for
Flat grade for trains results in lowest potential for
delays.
delays.
delays.
Shorter line permits greater service flexibility.
FAIR
POOR
FAIR
Isolated Park and Ride location in advance of any Closure of Bowesville Road increases isolation of Isolated Park and Ride location in advance of any
Airport development.
Park and Ride location.
Airport development.
1
3
2
Option 1 is preferred, as it has comparable transit connectivity to other options but a slightly lower potential for delays. Option 3 is slightly less preferred
due to the increased potential for delays on a longer line, while Option 2 is least preferred as it has significant impacts on road connectivity in the area.
VERY GOOD
Impacts can be fully mitigated with standard SWM measures. No difference between alternatives.
VERY GOOD
No potential for soil or groundwater contamination near the station. No difference between alternatives.
POOR
Will require removal of significant amounts of vegetation that acts as high quality breeding bird habitat.
No difference between alternatives.
VERY GOOD
FAIR
FAIR
No impact to fish habitat, as onsite pond is an
Impact to pond that may serve as fish habitat.
Impact to pond that may serve as fish habitat.
isolated feature.
VERY GOOD
There are no designated natural features near the station. No difference between alternatives.
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Alternatives Analysis – Bowesville Station
Greenbelt, the Lester Road PSW, and significant
woodlands
SAR
Minimizes impacts to Species at Risk and
supports habitat enhancement
Overall
Rating
Rationale
Social/Cultural Environment
Capital Arrival
Provides the greatest enhancement to the
Capital Arrival Experience or to riders’ visual
experience

Land use
compatibility

Is most compatible with existing land uses
adjacent to the corridor/ facility
Provides the best opportunities for Smart
Growth, TOD, and uplift adjacent to the corridor

Property

Minimizes the number of hectares of property
required
Minimizes noise and ground vibration impacts to
adjacent communities
Minimizes air quality impacts to adjacent
communities
Minimizes impacts to heritage and archaeological
resources

Noise/Vibration
Air quality
Cultural
heritage/
archaeology
Aggregate
resources
Visual Impact

Maintains future extraction potential of Aggregate
Resource Areas
Minimizes the visual impact of the facility

Overall

Rating
Rationale

Cost/Constructability
Capital costs
Minimizes capital costs

Operating costs

Minimizes operating costs

Trillium Line Extension EA Study

POOR
Direct impacts to confirmed SAR bird habitat. No difference between alternatives.
1
2
2
Option 1 is preferred as it avoids impacts to fish habitat. Options 2 and 3 are less preferred as they may result in impacts to fish habitat.
VERY GOOD
This section of Trillium Line unlikely to be
designated a Capital Arrival; visual experience
potentially enhanced by uninterrupted views from
rail line. Station can be designed for visual
appeal.

VERY GOOD
GOOD
This section of Trillium Line unlikely to be
This section of Trillium Line unlikely to be
designated a Capital Arrival; visual experience
designated a Capital Arrival; minor disruption to
potentially enhanced by uninterrupted views from visual experience during passage under
rail line. Station can be designed for visual
Bowesville Road. Station can be designed for
appeal.
visual appeal.
FAIR
No direct access to destinations. No difference between alternatives.
GOOD
FAIR
GOOD
Compatible with Airport land development plans
Incompatible with Airport land development plans Compatible with Airport land development plans
along Bowesville and Letirim roads.
along Bowesville and Leitrim roads.
along Bowesville and Letirim roads.
GOOD
12.5 ha property required. No difference between alternatives.
VERY GOOD
Station location well removed from residential communities. No difference between alternatives.
VERY GOOD
Station location well removed from residential communities. No difference between alternatives.
GOOD
No impact to any known cultural heritage or archaeological sites. Any required property outside the existing rail ROW, including for the Park and Ride
facility and the proposed overpass, will require additional archaeological assessment.
No difference between alternatives.
GOOD
Opportunity to work with OMCIAA to identify timing and scope of extraction. No difference between alternatives.
VERY GOOD
VERY GOOD
GOOD
No grade separation.
No grade separation.
Grade separation may be visually obtrusive.
Station set back from Bowesville and can be
Station set back from Bowesville and can be
Station set back from Bowesville and can be
designed for visual appeal.
designed for visual appeal.
designed for visual appeal.
1
3
2
Option 1 is preferred for this factor area as it is the most compatible with potential future development and has the lowest impacts. Option 3 is less
preferred, as it would have increased visual impacts. Option 2 is least preferred, as the closure of Bowesville Road would be inconsistent with potential
future development plans.
VERY GOOD
Shortest length of track.
No grade separation required.
VERY GOOD
Low maintenance costs associated with tracks at
grade and shorter length of track.

GOOD
800 m of additional track.
No grade separation required.
GOOD
Low maintenance costs associated with tracks at
grade.

FAIR
800 m of additional track.
Overpass for road required.
FAIR
Maintenance costs associated with grade
separation structure
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Alternatives Analysis – Bowesville Station

Trillium Line Extension EA Study

Constructability

Minimizes construction complexity

VERY GOOD
At-grade track construction.
All options have similar subsurface constraints.

VERY GOOD
At-grade track construction.
All options have similar subsurface constraints.

Conversion
compatibility

Minimizes throwaway costs for Trillium Line
infrastructure

VERY GOOD
Track bed and platform can be maintained for
future ELRT.
VERY GOOD
Minimal changes to track and station
configuration.

VERY GOOD
Track bed and platform can be maintained for
future ELRT.
VERY GOOD
Minimal changes to track and station
configuration.

Minimizes costs & disruption associated with
conversion to electric LRT according to the
approved N-S LRT EA plan

Overall

Rating
Rationale

Overall Performance
Rating
Rationale

FAIR
Overpass required.
The overpass will likely be required to be
supported on deep foundations.
All options have similar subsurface constraints.
POOR
Grade separation no longer required for ELRT.

POOR
Minimal changes to track and station
configuration.
Removal of road overpass to be expensive and
disruptive.
1
2
3
Option 1 is preferred for this factor area as it has the lowest costs and construction complexity. Option 2 is slightly less preferred due to the longer line.
Option 3 is least preferred due to the increased cost and complexity associated with a grade-separated crossing, both during construction and LRT
conversion.
1
3
2
Option 1 is preferred as it has the lowest construction costs and potential natural environment impacts, while providing comparable network connectivity
and land-use compatibility to other options. Option 2 is less preferred as it has higher construction costs and environmental impacts, while option 3 is least
preferred as it has the greatest potential negative impact on transportation network connectivity and performance.
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Alternatives Analysis – Spratt Station
Factor Areas /
Criteria

Performance Measures – “The preferred
alternative…”

Transportation System
Network
Provides the best connections to existing
connectivity
and planned local and rapid transit routes

Provides the best connections to existing
and planned pedestrian, cycling and road
networks

Ridership

Generates the highest ridership

Catchment Area

Serves the greatest potential ridership
catchment area (within a 600-m radius of
stations)
Uses curves and grades that deliver the
highest level of rider comfort
Provides the most reliable service with the
fewest potential delays

Geometry
Service
reliability/
recovery
Safety/security

Provides the safest facility for passengers
and for other transportation system users
Overall
Rating
Rationale
Natural Environment
Surface water
Minimizes impacts and supports
enhancements to surface water quality and
drainage
Groundwater
Minimizes impacts and supports
enhancements to contaminated sites and
groundwater quality
Vegetation
Minimizes impacts and supports
enhancements to vegetation communities

1

Fisheries and
aquatic habitat

Minimizes potential to cause serious harm
to fish

Designated
natural features

Minimizes impacts and supports
enhancements to designated natural

Trillium Line Extension EA Study

Option 1: Trillium Line Terminus Near Spratt Road

Option 2: Trillium Line Terminus at Bowesville Station

VERY GOOD
Provides direct connection to local routes and future BRT serving Riverside
South and Barrhaven.
No difference between alternatives.
GOOD
Located at a distance from existing Limebank Road but adjacent to planned
collector roads within Riverside South.
Can provide direct cycling connections to nearby collectors and arterials.
Remote from other pedestrian destinations in advance of final phase of
planned Riverside South development.

VERY GOOD
Provides direct connection to local routes and future BRT serving Riverside
South and Barrhaven.
No difference between alternatives.
FAIR
Located at a distance from Bowesville Road.
Provides direct cycling connection to Bowesville Road and corridor MUP.
Remote from other pedestrian destinations in advance of potential Airport
development.

N/A
Ridership not modelled.
GOOD
FAIR
Approximately 530 units of medium and high density residential1 and ~100 ha No residents within 600 metres of station.
of employment lands within catchment area at full build-out.
Ridership to be drawn from local bus routes and Park and Ride users.
VERY GOOD
Station located on a straight section of track. No difference between alternatives.
GOOD
VERY GOOD
Additional line length will influence placement of passing sidings.
Shorter line permits greater service flexibility.
FAIR
Isolated Park and Ride location in advance of any Airport development.
1
2
Option 1 is slightly preferred for this factor area as development within walking and cycling distance is likely to occur sooner.
VERY GOOD
Impacts can be fully mitigated with standard SWM measures. No difference between alternatives.
VERY GOOD
No potential for soil or groundwater contamination near the station. No difference between alternatives.
POOR
Will require removal of significant amounts of vegetation that acts as high
quality breeding bird habitat.

FAIR
Will require removal of significant amounts of vegetation that acts as high
quality breeding bird habitat, although less than Option 1 due to shorter
length of rail line.
FAIR
GOOD
Potential impact to fish habitat associated with a tributary of Mosquito Creek.
Potential impact to fish habitat associated with a tributary of Mosquito Creek,
if station is located west of Bowesville Road.
VERY GOOD
There are no designated natural features near the station. No difference between alternatives.

11 ha residential identified in CDP, half of which is medium density (38 units per ha) and half of which is high density (60 units per ha).
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Alternatives Analysis – Spratt Station

SAR

Overall

features, including the Greenbelt, the
Lester Road PSW, and significant
woodlands
Minimizes impacts to Species at Risk and
supports habitat enhancement
Rating
Rationale

Social/Cultural Environment
Capital Arrival
Provides the greatest enhancement to the
Capital Arrival Experience
Land use
compatibility

Property
Noise/Vibration

Is most compatible with existing land uses
adjacent to the corridor/facility
Provides the best opportunities for Smart
Growth, TOD, and uplift adjacent to the
corridor
Minimizes the number of hectares of
property required
Minimizes noise and ground vibration
impacts to adjacent communities

Air quality

Minimizes air quality impacts to adjacent
communities

Cultural
heritage/
archaeology
Visual Impact

Minimizes impacts to heritage and
archaeological resources
Minimizes the visual impact of the facility

Overall

Rating
Rationale
Cost/Constructability
Capital costs
Minimizes capital costs
Operating costs

Minimizes operating costs

Constructability

Minimizes construction complexity

Conversion

Minimizes throwaway costs for Trillium Line

Trillium Line Extension EA Study

POOR
FAIR
Direct impacts to confirmed SAR bird habitat, as well as potential impacts to
Direct impacts to confirmed SAR bird habitat.
SAR turtle habitat.
Lower impacts than Option 1 due to shorter length of rail line.
2
1
Option 2 is preferred in this area as the potential natural environment impacts are lower with a shorter rail line. Option 1 is less preferred as it will result in
greater impacts to wildlife habitat and potentially SAR.
VERY GOOD
This section of Trillium Line unlikely to be designated a Capital Arrival; however, station can be designed for visual appeal.
No difference between alternatives.
FAIR
No direct access to destinations. No difference between alternatives.
GOOD
GOOD
Adjacent to residential and employment development planned for final phase Compatible with potential Airport land development plans along Bowesville
of Riverside South.
and Leitrim roads.
GOOD
VERY GOOD
~5 ha more land than Option 2 required for additional line and stations.
Less land required due to shorter length of line.
GOOD
VERY GOOD
Terminal station located adjacent to potential future residential community.
Terminal station well removed from existing and future residential
communities. Lower noise impacts on Riverside South in near term, in
advance of BRT construction.
GOOD
VERY GOOD
Terminal station located adjacent to potential future residential community.
Terminal station well removed from existing and future residential
communities. Lower air quality impacts on Riverside South in near term, in
advance of BRT construction.
GOOD
No impact to any known cultural heritage or archaeological sites. Any required property outside the existing rail ROW, including for the Park and Ride facility,
will require additional archaeological assessment. No difference between alternatives.
GOOD
VERY GOOD
Stations can be designed for visual appeal.
Least running way and land required for stations.
Stations can be designed for visual appeal.
2
1
Option 1 is preferred for this factor area, as it is less likely to have noise and air quality impacts on future development and requires less infrastructure.
FAIR
Additional cost due to 2 km additional line and station.
FAIR
Additional cost due to 2 km additional line and station.

VERY GOOD
Lower cost than Option 1 due to shorter line and one fewer station.
GOOD
Increase in bus operating costs between Bowesville and Riverside South is
less than the cost of the additional line and station in Option 1.
VERY GOOD
Both options have similar subsurface constraints.
VERY GOOD
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Alternatives Analysis – Spratt Station
compatibility

infrastructure

Minimizes costs & disruption associated
with conversion to electric LRT according to
the approved N-S LRT EA plan
Overall
Rating
Rationale
Overall Performance
Rating
Rationale

Trillium Line Extension EA Study
Track bed and platform can be maintained for future ELRT. Bus transfer facilities may be throwaway costs.
No difference between alternatives.
VERY GOOD
Minimal changes to track and platform configuration. No difference between alternatives.
2
1
Option 2 is preferred for this factor area as it results in lower capital and operating costs.
2
1
Option 2 is preferred for this factor area as its lower costs and impacts outweigh the potential for improved service to Riverside South over the expected
service life of the Trillium Line. Option 1 has higher costs and environmental impacts, but is not likely to provide direct service (i.e. no transfers from a bus
route) to a significant number of riders before 2031.
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Alternatives Analysis – Airport Rail Link Alignment
Factor Areas /
Criteria

Performance Measures – “The
preferred alternative…”

Transportation System
Network
Provides the best connections to existing
connectivity
and planned local and rapid transit
routes

Ridership

Provides the best connections to existing
and planned pedestrian, cycling and
road networks
Generates the highest ridership

Trillium Line Extension EA Study

Option 1 – Adjacent to
Airport Parkway

Option 2 – Sweeping Curve

Option 3 – Former Rail
Siding

Option 4 – Tight to EY
Centre

GOOD
Provides direct service to
downtown from both
Riverside South and Airport
No direct Airport service for
small number of trips from
Riverside South

GOOD
Provides direct service to
downtown from both
Riverside South and Airport
No direct Airport service for
small number of trips from
Riverside South

VERY GOOD
Up to 240 boardings and
alightings anticipated during
the 2048 morning peak hour,
with higher ridership
anticipated during EY Centre
events.

VERY GOOD
Up to 240 boardings and
alightings anticipated during
the 2048 morning peak hour,
with higher ridership
anticipated during EY Centre
events.

VERY GOOD
Up to 240 boardings and
alightings anticipated during
the 2048 morning peak hour,
with higher ridership
anticipated during EY Centre
events.

VERY GOOD
Up to 240 boardings and
alightings anticipated during
the 2048 morning peak hour,
with higher ridership
anticipated during EY Centre
events.

GOOD
GOOD
POOR
Provides direct service to
Provides direct service to
Results in longer travel times
downtown from both
downtown from both
to Riverside South
Riverside South and Airport
Riverside South and Airport
No direct Airport service for
No direct Airport service for
small number of trips from
small number of trips from
Riverside South
Riverside South
VERY GOOD
Connects to existing on-road cycling networks and planned main-line and Airport Parkway MUPs. No difference between alternatives.

Catchment Area

Serves the greatest potential ridership
catchment area (within a 600-m radius of
stations)

GOOD
Serves major destinations on
Airport lands

GOOD
Serves major destinations on
Airport lands

GOOD
Serves major destinations on
Airport lands

GOOD
Serves major destinations on
Airport lands

Geometry

Uses curves and grades that deliver the
highest level of rider comfort

POOR
Track geometry at Airport
Parkway crossing would
result in lower rider comfort

VERY GOOD
Permits optimal curves and
grades

VERY GOOD
Permits optimal curves and
grades

VERY GOOD
Permits optimal curves and
grades

Service
frequency
Service
reliability/
recovery

Provides the most frequent service

Safety/security

Provides the safest facility for
passengers and for other
transportation system users
Rating
Rationale

Overall

Provides the most reliable service with
the fewest potential delays

Natural Environment
Surface water
Minimizes impacts and supports

Option 5 – Airport Loop
with Optional Direct
Connection

GOOD
Low potential for travel delays

VERY GOOD
Provides frequent headways on all segments of the line. No difference between alternatives.
GOOD
GOOD
GOOD
Low potential for travel delays Low potential for travel delays Low potential for travel delays

FAIR
Any additional ridership
generated by offering direct
service from Riverside South
to the Airport likely
outweighed by reduced
ridership associated with
longer travel times from
Riverside South to downtown
VERY GOOD
Serves major destinations on
Airport lands with an
additional station at Lester
Road
VERY GOOD
Permits optimal curves and
grades

POOR
Additional loop results in
greater potential for travel
delay

VERY GOOD
Permits safe station and grade separation designs. No difference between alternatives.
4
1
1
1
5
Options 2, 3, and 4 are preferred for this factor area as they all offer good connectivity and ridership with low potential for travel delays. Option 1 is less
preferred, as its poor track geometry at the Airport Parkway crossing will be less comfortable for riders. Option 5 is least preferred, as it will result in longer travel
times and greater potential for delay.
VERY GOOD
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Alternatives Analysis – Airport Rail Link Alignment

Groundwater

Vegetation

enhancements to surface water quality
and drainage
Minimizes impacts and supports
enhancements to contaminated sites
and groundwater quality
Minimizes impacts and supports
enhancements to vegetation
communities

Fisheries and
aquatic habitat

Minimizes potential to cause serious
harm to fish

Designated
natural features

Minimizes impacts and supports
enhancements to designated natural
features, including the Greenbelt, the
Lester Road PSW, and significant
woodlands
Minimizes impacts to Species at Risk
and supports habitat enhancement

SAR

Overall

Rating
Rationale

Social/Cultural Environment
Capital Arrival
Provides the greatest enhancement to
the Capital Arrival Experience or to
riders’ visual experience
Land use
Is most compatible with existing land
compatibility
uses adjacent to the corridor/facility

Provides the best opportunities for Smart
Growth, TOD, and uplift adjacent to the
corridor

Property
Noise/Vibration

Minimizes the number of hectares of
property required
Minimizes noise and ground vibration
impacts to adjacent communities

Trillium Line Extension EA Study
Impacts can be fully mitigated with standard SWM measures. No difference between alternatives.

FAIR
Construction may impact PAH-contaminated soils, which would require management during construction.
No difference between the alternatives.
VERY GOOD
FAIR
GOOD
GOOD
GOOD
Minimizes impacts to and
Greatest amount of
Some vegetation clearing and Some vegetation clearing and Some vegetation clearing and
fragmentation of
vegetation clearing and
fragmentation of
fragmentation of
fragmentation of
forest/swamp complex
fragmentation of
forest/swamp complex
forest/swamp complex
forest/swamp complex
forest/swamp complex
VERY GOOD
VERY GOOD
GOOD
FAIR
GOOD
Minimal impact to Alexander
Minimal impact to Alexander
Potential for impact to
Adjacent to Alexander Drain,
Potential for impact to
Drain
Drain
Alexander Drain, which
which provides fish habitat
Alexander Drain, which
provides fish habitat and
and will require mitigation
provides fish habitat and
would require mitigation
would require mitigation
VERY GOOD
VERY GOOD
VERY GOOD
VERY GOOD
VERY GOOD
No impacts to designated
No impacts to designated
No impacts to designated
No impacts to designated
No impacts to designated
natural features.
natural features.
natural features.
natural features.
natural features.
No difference between
No difference between
No difference between
No difference between
No difference between
alternatives.
alternatives.
alternatives.
alternatives.
alternatives.
FAIR
Vegetation removals associated with the corridor and embankments will affect confirmed habitat for Eastern Wood-pewee, Wood Thrush, and Monarch.
Vegetation removals may also affect suitable habitat for other SAR. No difference between alternatives.
1
4
2
5
2
Option 1 is preferred for this factor area as it minimizes impacts to vegetation by using an existing transportation corridor, and has minimal anticipated fisheries
impacts. Options 3 and 5 are slightly less preferred, as they require more vegetation clearing and may have fisheries impacts requiring mitigation. Option 2 is
less preferred as it requires the most vegetation clearing, although it is expected to require minimal fisheries mitigation. Option 5 is least preferred, as it will
require some vegetation clearing and the most fish habitat mitigation.
VERY GOOD
Provides views of forested area identified as an Airport gateway feature. No difference between alternatives.
GOOD
Permits a station within
walking distance of EY Centre

GOOD
Permits a station within
walking distance of EY Centre

GOOD
Generally compatible with
future Airport land
development plans, but
distance from EY Centre may
result in less optimal land
parcels.

GOOD
Generally compatible with
future Airport land
development plans, but
distance from EY Centre may
result in less optimal land
parcels.

GOOD
Permits a station within
walking distance of EY Centre

VERY GOOD
Most compatible with EY
Centre

GOOD
VERY GOOD
Generally compatible with
Compatible with future Airport
future Airport land
land development plans
development plans, but
distance from EY Centre may
result in less optimal land
parcels.
VERY GOOD
All required land is owned by the City or the Airport. No difference between alternatives.
VERY GOOD
Corridor well removed from sensitive land uses. No difference between alternatives.

POOR
Southern portion of loop
incompatible with existing
Delta taxiway.
POOR
Conflicts with potential Airport
terminal expansion
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Alternatives Analysis – Airport Rail Link Alignment
Air quality
Cultural
heritage/
archaeology
Visual Impact
Overall

Minimizes air quality impacts to adjacent
communities
Minimizes impacts to heritage and
archaeological resources
Minimizes the visual impact of the facility
as required.
Rating
Rationale

Cost/Constructability
Capital costs
Minimizes capital costs

Operating costs

Minimizes operating costs

Constructability

Minimizes construction complexity

Conversion
compatibility

Minimizes throwaway costs for Trillium
Line infrastructure
Minimizes costs & disruption associated
with conversion to electric LRT
according to the approved N-S LRT EA
plan
Rating
Rationale

Overall

Overall Performance
Rating
Rationale

Trillium Line Extension EA Study

VERY GOOD
Corridor well removed from sensitive land uses. No difference between alternatives.
VERY GOOD
No impact to any known cultural heritage or archaeological sites. Any required property outside the existing ROW will require additional archaeological
assessment, although no impacts are anticipated. No significant difference between alternatives.
VERY GOOD
Facilities can be designed to minimize visual impact. No difference between alternatives.
2
2
2
1
5
Option 4 is preferred for this alternative as it permits the most compatible station at the EY Centre. Options 1, 2, and 3 are less preferred as they would require
Uplands Station to be slightly further from the EY Centre. Option 5 is least preferred as it conflicts with existing Airport taxiways and future terminal expansion
plans.
POOR
Long stretch of duplicate track
south of Hunt Club Road
GOOD
Operating costs comparable
for all two-station spur
options.
POOR
Track geometry at Airport
Parkway crossing would
result in more complex
construction

GOOD
Minimizes duplicate track

GOOD
Minimizes duplicate track

GOOD
Minimizes duplicate track

GOOD
Operating costs comparable
for all two-station spur
options.
GOOD
Construction not anticipated
to be complex

GOOD
Operating costs comparable
for all two-station spur
options.
GOOD
Construction not anticipated
to be complex

GOOD
Operating costs comparable
for all two-station spur
options.
GOOD
Construction not anticipated
to be complex

POOR
Additional track length due to
loop
POOR
Additional station introduces
additional costs
POOR
Would require complex
reconstruction of Delta
Taxiway

VERY GOOD
Corridor can be maintained for future ELRT. No difference between alternatives
VERY GOOD
Minimal costs and disruption associated with conversion work. No difference between alternatives.

4
1
1
1
5
Options 2, 3 and 4 are preferred for this alternative, as they have comparably low overall costs. Option 1 is less preferred, as it involves more duplicate track and
more complex construction. Option 5 is least preferred, as it introduces additional track length and an additional station, and would require complex construction
near the Delta Taxiway.
4
3
2
1
5
Option 4 is preferred overall, as it offers good transportation performance and land-use compatibility with low cost and environmental impacts that can be
mitigated. Option 2 is slightly less preferred, as it is less compatible with existing and future land uses near Uplands Drive. Option 2 is less preferred, although it
has minimal impacts to fish habitat, as it has higher impacts to vegetation and wildlife habitat. Option 1 is still less preferred, as it has less optimal track
geometry and higher costs. Option 5 is least preferred, as it is expected to result in longer travel times, greater potential delay, lower land-use compatibility and
higher construction / operating costs.
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Alternatives Analysis – Airport Parkway Grade Separation

Factor Areas / Criteria

Performance Measures – “The preferred
alternative…”

Transportation System
Network connectivity
Provides the best connections to existing and planned
local and rapid transit routes
Provides the best connections to existing and planned
pedestrian, cycling and road networks

Geometry
Service reliability/
recovery
Safety/security
Overall

Natural Environment
Surface water
Groundwater
Vegetation

Fisheries and aquatic
habitat
Designated natural
features
SAR

Overall

Uses curves and grades that deliver the highest level of
rider comfort
Provides the most reliable service with the fewest
potential delays
Provides the safest facility for passengers and for other
transportation system users
Rating
Rationale

Minimizes impacts and supports enhancements to
surface water quality and drainage
Minimizes impacts and supports enhancements to
contaminated sites and groundwater quality
Minimizes impacts and supports enhancements to
vegetation communities
Minimizes potential to cause serious harm to fish
Minimizes impacts and supports enhancements to
designated natural features, including the Greenbelt,
the Lester Road PSW, and significant woodlands
Minimizes impacts to Species at Risk and supports
habitat enhancement

Rating
Rationale
Social/Cultural Environment
Capital Arrival
Provides the greatest enhancement to the Capital
Arrival Experience or to riders’ visual experience

Trillium Line Extension EA Study

Option 1: Rail over Road*

Option 2 : Road over Rail

N/A

N/A

VERY GOOD
Permits grade-separated MUP crossing of Airport Parkway via
new rail overpass. Provides most flexibility with respect to
configuration of future Airport Parkway widening and new
roadway connection to Uplands Drive north of EY Centre.

FAIR
Permits grade-separated MUP crossing of Airport Parkway via
new rail underpass. Limits options for future Airport Parkway
widening configuration and has implications on design and
footprint of roadway connection to Uplands Drive north of EY
Centre.
VERY GOOD
Uses optimal rail geometry (no grade).
VERY GOOD
Flat grade for trains results in lowest potential for delays.

GOOD
Uses acceptable rail grades.
GOOD
Slight potential for traction issues on climb/descent in certain
weather conditions.
VERY GOOD
Grade separates the crossing. No difference between alternatives.
1
2
Option 1 is preferred for this factor area as it offers the most flexibility with respect to the future surrounding road network. Although
Option 2 uses optimal rail geometry, it is less preferred as it provides less road network flexibility.
VERY GOOD
Impacts can be fully mitigated with standard SWM measures. No difference between alternatives.
VERY GOOD
Minimal potential for soil or groundwater contamination at this location. No difference between alternatives.
GOOD
Requires vegetation removal to accommodate railway corridor and embankments.
No significant difference between alternatives.
VERY GOOD
No aquatic habitat in the vicinity of this crossing. No difference between alternatives.
VERY GOOD
No impact to designated natural features, including Lester Road PSW. No difference between alternatives.
FAIR
Vegetation removals associated with the corridor and embankments will affect confirmed habitat for Eastern Wood-pewee, Wood
Thrush, and Monarch. Vegetation removals may also affect suitable habitat for other SAR. No difference between alternatives.
1
1
Both alternatives result in similar impacts and are equally preferred for this factor area.
VERY GOOD
Visual experience potentially enhanced by views from high point
of crossing.

GOOD
Minor disruption to visual experience during passage under
Airport Parkway.
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Alternatives Analysis – Airport Parkway Grade Separation
Land use compatibility
Property
Noise/Vibration

Is most compatible with existing land uses adjacent to
the corridor/facility
Minimizes the number of hectares of property required

Air quality

Minimizes noise and ground vibration impacts to
adjacent communities
Minimizes air quality impacts to adjacent communities

Cultural heritage/
archaeology

Minimizes impacts to heritage and archaeological
resources

Visual impact

Minimizes the visual impact of the facility

Overall

Rating
Rationale

Cost/Constructability
Capital costs

Minimizes capital costs

Operating costs

Minimizes operating costs

Constructability

Minimizes construction complexity

Conversion
compatibility

Minimizes throwaway costs for Trillium Line
infrastructure

Overall

Minimizes costs & disruption associated with
conversion to electric LRT according to the approved
N-S LRT EA plan
Rating
Rationale

Trillium Line Extension EA Study
FAIR
Some impact to adjacent forested area. No difference between alternatives.
GOOD
Property required outside of City ROW expected to be readily acquired from OMCIAA. No difference between alternatives.
VERY GOOD
Crossing well removed from residential communities. No difference between alternatives.
VERY GOOD
Roadway and rail are free flowing, minimizing air quality impacts. No difference between alternatives.
VERY GOOD
GOOD
No impact to any known cultural heritage or archaeological sites. No impact to any known cultural heritage or archaeological sites.
Any required property outside the existing ROW will require
Any required property outside the existing ROW will require
additional archaeological assessment, although no impacts are
additional archaeological assessment, although no impacts are
anticipated.
anticipated.
FAIR
FAIR
Large crossing structure and associated embankments likely to
Smaller crossing structure, but greater height.
be visually obtrusive.
1
2
Option 1 is slightly preferred for this factor area as it offers more views that enhance the Capital Arrival experience.
FAIR
GOOD
Additional cost for elevated rail alignment and station at EY
Less expensive option for rail infrastructure but incurs greater
Centre offset somewhat by reduced costs for grade separations
overall costs due to impact of at-grade alignment on future Airport
at Airport Parkway and Uplands Drive.
Parkway configuration and roadway connection to Uplands Drive.
FAIR
FAIR
Tracks on grade will require some additional maintenance
Salt from road will shorten bridge life.
compared with level tracks.
GOOD
Both options have similar subsurface constraints.
VERY GOOD
Structure can be designed to accommodate widened Airport Parkway and maintained for future ELRT.
No difference between alternatives.
VERY GOOD
Minimal costs and disruption associated with rail conversion work underneath road overpass.
2
1
Option 2 is preferred for this factor area as it involves less costly rail infrastructure. Option 1 is less preferred, as it is associated with
higher costs for an elevated rail alignment and station at the EY Centre.

Overall Performance
Rating
Rationale

1
2
Option 1 is preferred for this factor area as it offers the most flexibility with respect to the future surrounding road network. Despite its
higher costs for rail infrastructure, it results in lower overall costs for transportation infrastructure in the vicinity of the Airport. Option 2
is less preferred as it offers higher overall costs, lower flexibility and a less optimal Capital Arrival experience.

*The “Rail under Road” and “Road under Rail” options were screened out during a preliminary review of options, as the high water table in the area prevents construction below grade.
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Alternatives Analysis – Uplands Station
Factor Areas /
Criteria

Performance Measures – “The preferred
alternative…”

Transportation System
Network
Provides the best connections to existing and planned
connectivity
local and rapid transit routes
Provides the best connections to existing and planned
pedestrian, cycling and road networks
Ridership

Generates the highest ridership

Catchment Area

Serves the greatest potential ridership catchment area
(within a 600-m radius of stations)
Uses curves and grades that deliver the highest level
of rider comfort

Geometry

Service
reliability/
recovery
Safety/security
Overall

Provides the most reliable service with the fewest
potential delays
Provides the safest facility for passengers and for
other transportation system users
Rating
Rationale

Natural Environment
Surface water
Minimizes impacts and supports enhancements to
surface water quality and drainage
Groundwater
Minimizes impacts and supports enhancements to
contaminated sites and groundwater quality
Vegetation

Minimizes impacts and supports enhancements to
vegetation communities

Fisheries and
aquatic habitat
Designated
natural features

Minimizes potential to cause serious harm to fish

SAR

Overall

Minimizes impacts and supports enhancements to
designated natural features, including the Greenbelt,
the Lester Road PSW, and significant woodlands
Minimizes impacts to Species at Risk and supports
habitat enhancement

Rating

Trillium Line Extension EA Study

Option 1: At-Grade Station

Option 2: Elevated Station

VERY GOOD
Provides direct connection to local routes. No difference between alternatives.
GOOD
Provides direct cycling connection to Uplands Drive and corridor MUP. Remote from other pedestrian/cycling destinations in advance of potential
Airport development. No difference between alternatives.
VERY GOOD
Combined total of 10 boardings and alightings anticipated during the 2048 morning peak hour, with significantly higher traffic during special events at
the EY Centre. No difference between alternatives.
FAIR
No residents within 600 metres of station. Ridership to be drawn from local bus routes and EY Centre staff and event traffic.
Depends on options chosen for Airport Parkway and Uplands Drive grade Depends on options chosen for Airport Parkway and Uplands Drive grade
separations, due to potential for rapid grade changes.
separations, due to potential for rapid grade changes.
VERY GOOD if rail remains at grade and roads cross over in both
VERY GOOD if roads remain at grade and rail crosses over in both
locations. FAIR if roads remain at grade and rail crosses over.
locations. FAIR if rail remains at grade and roads cross over.
VERY GOOD
Passing siding can extend through the station if required. No difference between alternatives.
GOOD
Isolated location when EY Centre events are not scheduled.
2
1
Option 2 is preferred for this factor area as it is most compatible with the preferred options for the adjacent grade separations. Option 1 is less
preferred, as it would require rapid grade changes adjacent to the station in both directions.
VERY GOOD
Impacts can be fully mitigated with standard SWM measures. No difference between alternatives.
GOOD
Some potential for PHC contamination of soil, requiring management during construction, if excavations extend to the former Uplands tank farm site.
No difference between alternatives.
VERY GOOD
GOOD
Requires vegetation removal to accommodate station and track.
Requires vegetation removal to accommodate station, track and
embankments.
FAIR
Proximity to Alexander Drain anticipated to require significant mitigation measures. No difference between alternatives.
VERY GOOD
There are no designated natural features near the station. No difference between alternatives.
GOOD
Vegetation removals associated with the corridor will affect confirmed
habitat for Eastern Wood-pewee, Wood Thrush, and Monarch.
Vegetation removals may also affect suitable habitat for other SAR.
1

FAIR
Vegetation removals associated with the corridor and embankments will
affect confirmed habitat for Eastern Wood-pewee, Wood Thrush, and
Monarch. Removals may also affect suitable habitat for other SAR.
2
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Alternatives Analysis – Uplands Station
Rationale
Social/Cultural Environment
Capital Arrival
Provides the greatest enhancement to the Capital
Arrival Experience or to riders’ visual experience
Land use
Is most compatible with existing land uses adjacent to
compatibility
the corridor/ facility
Provides the best opportunities for Smart Growth,
TOD, and uplift adjacent to the corridor
Property
Minimizes the number of hectares of property required
Noise/Vibration
Air quality
Cultural
heritage/
archaeology
Aggregate
resources
Visual Impact

Minimizes noise and ground vibration impacts to
adjacent communities
Minimizes air quality impacts to adjacent communities
Minimizes impacts to heritage and archaeological
resources
Maintains future extraction potential of Aggregate
Resource Areas
Minimizes the visual impact of the facility

Overall

Rating
Rationale
Cost/Constructability
Capital costs
Minimizes capital costs
Operating costs

Minimizes operating costs

Constructability

Minimizes construction complexity

Conversion
compatibility

Minimizes throwaway costs for Trillium Line
infrastructure
Minimizes costs & disruption associated with
conversion to electric LRT according to the approved
N-S LRT EA plan
Overall
Rating
Rationale
Overall Performance
Rating
Rationale

Trillium Line Extension EA Study
Option 1 is slightly preferred for this factor area as it is expected to have a smaller footprint and require less vegetation removal.
VERY GOOD
Station can be designed for visual appeal and enhancement to Capital Arrival experience. No difference between alternatives.
VERY GOOD
Provides good passenger access to EY Centre. No difference between alternatives.
VERY GOOD
Serves potential development parcels north of the corridor. No difference between alternatives.
GOOD
Property required outside of City ROW expected to be readily acquired from OMCIAA. No difference between alternatives.
VERY GOOD
Station location well removed from residential communities. No difference between alternatives.
VERY GOOD
Station location well removed from residential communities. No difference between alternatives.
GOOD
No impact to any known cultural heritage or archaeological sites. Any required property outside the existing EY Centre grounds will require additional
archaeological assessment. No difference between alternatives.
GOOD
Opportunity to work with OMCIAA to identify timing and scope of extraction. No difference between alternatives.
VERY GOOD
GOOD
Single-storey station can be designed to be visually appealing without
Two-storey station set against embankments will be more obtrusive but
embankments
can be designed to be visually appealing.
1
2
Option 1 is slightly preferred for this factor area. Option 2 is slightly less preferred as it is slightly more visually obtrusive.
VERY GOOD
Lower construction costs than a two-level station.

FAIR
Higher construction costs than an at-grade station.
GOOD
No significant difference between alternatives.
VERY GOOD
GOOD
Less complex to construct than a two-level station with a platform on
More complex than an at-grade station and platform. Complexity of
structure. Complexity of approach grades increases if adjacent grade
approach grades decreases if adjacent grade separations carry rail over
separations carry rail over road.
road.
VERY GOOD
Track and platform can be maintained for future ELRT. No difference between alternatives.
VERY GOOD
Minimal changes to track and station configuration. No difference between alternatives.
1
2
Option 1 is preferred for this factor area as it has lower construction costs and complexity.
2
1
Option 2 is preferred as it is most compatible with the preferred options for the Airport Parkway and Uplands grade separations. Although Option 1 is
slightly preferred in the remaining factor areas, transportation outcomes are the most important consideration in the design of this station.
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Alternatives Analysis – Uplands Grade Separation

Factor Areas / Criteria

Performance Measures – “The preferred alternative…”

Transportation System
Network connectivity
Provides the best connections to existing and planned
pedestrian, cycling and road networks

Geometry
Service reliability

Safety/security
Overall

Natural Environment
Surface water
Groundwater

Vegetation
Fisheries and aquatic
habitat
Designated natural
features
SAR

Uses curves and grades that deliver the highest level of
rider comfort
Provides the most reliable service with the fewest potential
delays
Provides the safest facility for passengers and for other
transportation system users
Rating
Rationale

Minimizes impacts and supports enhancements to surface
water quality and drainage
Minimizes impacts and supports enhancements to
contaminated sites and groundwater quality
Minimizes impacts and supports enhancements to
vegetation communities
Minimizes potential to cause serious harm to fish
Minimizes impacts and supports enhancements to
designated natural features, including the Greenbelt, the
Lester Road PSW, and significant woodlands
Minimizes impacts to Species at Risk and supports habitat
enhancement

Overall

Rating
Rationale
Social/Cultural Environment
Capital Arrival
Provides the greatest enhancement to the Capital Arrival
Experience or to riders’ visual experience
Land use compatibility
Property

Is most compatible with existing land uses adjacent to the
corridor/facility
Minimizes the number of hectares of property required

Trillium Line Extension EA Study

Option 1: Rail over Road*

Option 2 : Road over Rail

VERY GOOD
FAIR
Provides most flexibility with respect to configuration of future
Limits options for future Airport Parkway widening configuration
Airport Parkway widening and new roadway connection to
and has implications on design and footprint of roadway
Uplands Drive north of EY Centre.
connection to Uplands Drive north of EY Centre.
GOOD
VERY GOOD
Uses acceptable rail grades.
Uses optimal rail geometry (no grade).
FAIR
VERY GOOD
Potential for traction issues on climb/descent in certain weather
Flat grade for trains results in lowest potential for delays.
conditions.
VERY GOOD
Grade separates the crossing. No difference between alternatives.
1
2
Option 1 is preferred for this factor area as it offers the most flexibility with respect to the future surrounding road network. Although
Option 2 uses optimal rail geometry, it is less preferred as it provides less road network flexibility.
VERY GOOD
Impacts can be fully mitigated with standard SWM measures. No difference between alternatives.
GOOD
Some potential for PHC contamination of soil, requiring management during construction, if excavations extend to the former
Uplands tank farm site. Potential for arsenic contamination of soil west of Uplands Drive. No difference between alternatives.
GOOD
Requires vegetation removal to accommodate railway corridor and embankments. No significant difference between alternatives.
FAIR
Proximity to Alexander Drain anticipated to require mitigation. No difference between alternatives.
VERY GOOD
There are no designated natural features near the grade separation. No difference between alternatives.
GOOD
Vegetation removals associated with the corridor will affect confirmed habitat for Eastern Wood-pewee, Wood Thrush, and Monarch.
Vegetation removals may also affect suitable habitat for other SAR.
1
1
Both alternatives result in similar impacts and are equally preferred for this factor area.
VERY GOOD
GOOD
Visual experience potentially enhanced by views from high point
Minor disruption to visual experience during passage under
of crossing.
Uplands Drive.
GOOD
Some impact to adjacent forested area. No difference between alternatives.
GOOD
Property required outside of City ROW expected to be readily acquired from OMCIAA. No difference between alternatives.
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Alternatives Analysis – Uplands Grade Separation
Noise/Vibration
Air quality

Minimizes noise and ground vibration impacts to adjacent
communities
Minimizes air quality impacts to adjacent communities

Cultural heritage/
archaeology

Minimizes impacts to heritage and archaeological
resources

Visual impact

Minimizes the visual impact of the facility

Overall

Rating
Rationale

Trillium Line Extension EA Study
VERY GOOD
Crossing well removed from residential communities. No difference between alternatives.
VERY GOOD
Roadway and rail are free flowing, minimizing air quality impacts. No difference between alternatives.
VERY GOOD
GOOD
No impact to any known cultural heritage or archaeological sites. No impact to any known cultural heritage or archaeological sites.
Any required property outside the existing rail ROW will require
Any required property outside the existing rail ROW in the
additional archaeological assessment, although no impacts are
northeast, northwest and southwest quadrants will require
anticipated.
additional archaeological assessment, although no impacts are
anticipated.
FAIR
FAIR
Large crossing structure and associated embankments likely to
Smaller crossing structure, but greater height.
be visually obtrusive.
1
2
Option 1 is slightly preferred for this factor area as it offers more views that enhance the Capital Arrival experience.

Cost/Constructability
Capital costs

Minimizes capital costs

FAIR
Additional cost for elevated rail alignment and station at EY
Centre offset somewhat by reduced costs for grade separations
at Airport Parkway and Uplands Drive.

Operating costs

Minimizes operating costs

FAIR
Tracks on grade will require some additional maintenance
compared with flat tracks.

Constructability

Minimizes construction complexity

Conversion
compatibility

Minimizes throwaway costs for Trillium Line infrastructure

GOOD
Both options have similar subsurface constraints.
VERY GOOD
Structure can be maintained for future ELRT. No difference between alternatives.
VERY GOOD
Minimal costs and disruption associated with rail conversion work.
2
1
Option 2 is preferred for this factor area as it involves less costly rail infrastructure. Option 1 is less preferred, as it is associated with
higher costs for an elevated rail alignment and station at the EY Centre.

Overall

Minimizes costs & disruption associated with conversion to
electric LRT according to the approved N-S LRT EA plan
Rating
Rationale

GOOD
Less expensive option for rail infrastructure but incurs greater
overall costs due to impact of at-grade alignment on future
Airport Parkway configuration and roadway connection to
Uplands Drive.
FAIR
Salt from road will shorten bridge life.

Overall Performance
Rating
Rationale

1
2
Option 1 is preferred for this factor area as it offers the most flexibility with respect to the future surrounding road network. Despite its
higher costs for rail infrastructure, it results in lower overall costs for transportation infrastructure in the vicinity of the Airport. Option
2 is less preferred as it offers higher overall costs, lower flexibility and a less optimal Capital Arrival experience.

*The “Rail under Road” and “Road under Rail” options were screened out during a preliminary review of options, as the high water table in the area prevents construction below grade.
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Alternatives Analysis – Airport Terminal Station
Factor Areas /
Criteria

Performance Measures – “The preferred
alternative…”

Transportation System
Network
Provides the best connections to existing and
connectivity
planned pedestrian, cycling and road networks
Ridership
Generates the highest ridership

Catchment Area
Geometry

Serves the greatest potential ridership catchment
area (within a 600-m radius of stations)
Uses curves and grades that deliver the highest
level of rider comfort

Service
reliability/
recovery
Safety/security

Provides the most reliable service with the fewest
potential delays

Overall

Rating
Rationale

Provides the safest facility for passengers and for
other transportation system users

Natural Environment
Surface water
Minimizes impacts and supports enhancements to
surface water quality and drainage
Groundwater
Minimizes impacts and supports enhancements to
contaminated sites and groundwater quality
Vegetation
Minimizes impacts and supports enhancements to
vegetation communities
Fisheries and
Minimizes potential to cause serious harm to fish
aquatic habitat
Designated
Minimizes impacts and supports enhancements to
natural features
designated natural features, including the
Greenbelt, the Lester Road PSW, and significant
woodlands
SAR
Minimizes impacts to Species at Risk and supports
habitat enhancement
Overall
Rating
Rationale
Social/Cultural Environment
Capital Arrival
Provides the greatest enhancement to the Capital
Arrival Experience or to riders’ visual experience

Trillium Line Extension EA Study

Option 1: Elevated Platform between Parking Garage and Terminal

Option 2: At-Grade Platform North of Parking Garage

VERY GOOD
FAIR
50-metre indoor walk to Airport terminal.
200-metre walk to Airport terminal along outdoor covered walkway.
VERY GOOD
FAIR
Combined total of 230 boardings and alightings anticipated during the
Location is removed from Airport terminal and less convenient than
2048 morning peak hour.
parking garage or taxi stand, which is anticipated to attract fewer riders.
VERY GOOD
Airport terminal located within catchment area. No difference between alternatives.
GOOD
VERY GOOD
Rail line may require tight curves and maximum grades to integrate with
Rail remains at grade and does not require tight curves.
existing land uses near the terminal.
GOOD
VERY GOOD
Potential for traction issues on climb/descent in certain weather
Flat grade for trains results in lowest potential for delays.
conditions.
VERY GOOD
GOOD
Location in high-traffic area immediately adjacent to terminal.
Location somewhat removed from terminal; covered walkway adjacent to
well-travelled road.
1
2
Option 1 is preferred for this factor area as its convenient, visible location outweighs the minor potential for delays and rider discomfort associated
with an elevated track. Option 2 is less preferred as it provides a less direct connection between the train and the terminal.
VERY GOOD
Impacts can be fully mitigated with standard SWM measures. No difference between alternatives.
VERY GOOD
No potential for soil or groundwater contamination near the station. No difference between alternatives.
VERY GOOD
Impacts associated with vegetation removal expected to be minor and easily mitigated. No difference between alternatives.
VERY GOOD
No watercourses near the station. No difference between alternatives.
VERY GOOD
No designated natural features near the station. No difference between alternatives.

VERY GOOD
Impacts to SAR expected to be minimal or nil. No difference between alternatives.
1
1
Both options are equally preferred for this factor area as they are anticipated to have similar, minimal impacts on the natural environment.
VERY GOOD
Provides a direct, convenient transit connection that is highly visible to
visitors.

FAIR
Provides a less visible transit connection that visitors may not see or may
perceive as inconvenient.
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Alternatives Analysis – Airport Terminal Station
Land use
compatibility

Integrates most effectively with the existing/future
Airport terminal
Is most compatible with existing land uses adjacent
to the corridor/facility

Property

Minimizes the number of hectares of property
required

Noise/Vibration

Minimizes noise and ground vibration impacts to
adjacent communities
Minimizes air quality impacts to adjacent
communities
Minimizes impacts to heritage and archaeological
resources

Air quality
Cultural
heritage/
archaeology
Visual Impact
Overall

Minimizes the visual impact of the facility as
required.
Rating
Rationale

Cost/Constructability
Capital costs
Minimizes capital costs

Operating costs

Minimizes operating costs

Constructability

Minimizes construction complexity

Conversion
compatibility

Minimizes throwaway costs for Trillium Line
infrastructure
Minimizes costs & disruption associated with
conversion to electric LRT according to the
approved N-S LRT EA plan
Rating
Rationale

Overall

Overall Performance
Rating
Rationale

Trillium Line Extension EA Study
VERY GOOD
FAIR
Can be integrated into parking structure and existing pedestrian
Does not integrate with existing buildings and requires new walkways for
walkways.
access.
VERY GOOD
FAIR
Compatible with adjacent terminal building and parking structure and
Will require relocation of existing parking lot and reconfiguration of
does not require reconfiguration of Airport road network.
existing Airport roads.
VERY GOOD
GOOD
Airport owns all land required.
Airport owns all land required.
No station footprint at grade; some footprint for elevated rail line.
Greater station footprint at grade.
VERY GOOD
Station location well removed from sensitive land uses. No difference between alternatives.
VERY GOOD
Station location well removed from sensitive land uses. No difference between alternatives.
VERY GOOD
No impact to any known cultural heritage or archaeological sites. Footprint of new station and approach will require additional archaeological
assessment. No difference between alternatives.
N/A
This station should be visible, so measures to minimize the visual impact are not required.
1
2
Option 1 is preferred for this factor area as it provides a better Capital Arrival experience and greater compatibility with surrounding land uses. Option
2 is less preferred as it will have a greater impact on existing land uses with less enhancement to Capital Arrival.
FAIR
Construction of elevated rail line and station will be costly.

GOOD
At-grade pedestrian link is less costly than elevated running way and
station. Required reconfiguration of internal roads will add some
additional cost.
VERY GOOD
Tracks and station at grade will require low maintenance costs.

FAIR
Tracks on grade will require some additional maintenance.
Viaduct will require additional maintenance.
FAIR
GOOD
Viaduct and elevated station add design complexity. The stability of any
Tracks and station at grade are not complex to design.
approach embankments will need to be evaluated.
Reconfiguration of Airport roads will require some staging, of less
Construction staging around operational Airport terminal likely to be
complexity than for Option 1.
complex.
VERY GOOD
Structure and station can be designed for future use as part of ELRT. No difference between alternatives.
FAIR
VERY GOOD
Conversion of elevated tracks and station likely to add complexity.
Conversion at grade will involve minimal complexity.
2
1
Option 2 is preferred for this factor area as it will involve significantly lower construction and operating costs, as well as less construction and
conversion complexity than Option 1.

1
2
Option 1 is preferred as it offers rider convenience and an enhanced Capital Arrival experience that outweigh the additional cost and complexity.
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Alternatives Analysis – Operating Models
Factor Areas /
Criteria

Performance Measures – “The preferred
alternative…”

Transportation System
Network
Provides the best connections to existing and
connectivity
planned local and rapid transit routes

Travel time

Provides the fastest travel time between Bayview
and Bowesville

Provides the fastest travel time between Bayview
and the Airport

Transfer
requirements

Requires the fewest transfers between Bayview
and Bowesville
Requires the fewest transfers between Bayview
and the Airport

Trillium Line Extension EA Study

Option 1: Dual Service Overlay

Option 2 : Airport Branch

Option 3: Bowesville Branch

Option 4: Mixed Operating Model

GOOD
Provides direct but less frequent
connections between the
Confederation Line and destinations
south of South Keys throughout
operating hours.

FAIR
Provides frequent, direct
connections between the
Confederation Line and the Airport
throughout operating hours.
Provides less optimal connections to
Bowesville.
GOOD
Transfer for Bowesville passengers
can be designed to be short.

FAIR
Provides frequent, direct
connections between the
Confederation Line and Bowesville
throughout operating hours.
Provides less optimal connections to
the Airport.
VERY GOOD
No transfer required for Bowesville
passengers.

VERY GOOD
Provides frequent, direct
connections between the
Confederation Line, the Airport and
Bowesville at the peak times for
each destination.

VERY GOOD
No transfer required for Airport
passengers.

GOOD
Transfer for Airport passengers can
be designed to be short.

VERY GOOD
No transfer required for Airport
passengers during peak demand.

GOOD
One transfer required.

VERY GOOD
No transfers required.

VERY GOOD
No transfers required.

GOOD
One transfer required.

FAIR
Provides direct service to a lower
volume of riders from the Airport but
less optimal service to Bowesville
riders at peak periods.

GOOD
Provides direct service to larger
volume of peak-period riders from
Bowesville but less optimal service
to Airport riders outside of peak
periods.
VERY GOOD
Provides frequent headways on all
segments of the line.

GOOD
No transfers required during peak
demand.
GOOD
No transfers required during peak
demand.
VERY GOOD
Provides frequent, direct service to
greatest number of potential riders
according to demand at any given
time.

GOOD
No transfer required for Bowesville
passengers on Bowesville trains.
Transfer for Bowesville passengers
on Airport trains can be designed to
be short.
GOOD
No transfer required for Airport
passengers on Airport trains.
Transfer for Airport passengers on
Bowesville trains can be designed to
be short.
GOOD
One transfer required on alternating
trains.
GOOD
One transfer required on alternating
trains.
GOOD
Provides direct service to
passengers on all segments of the
line throughout operating hours.

Ridership

Generates the highest ridership

Service
frequency

Provides the most frequent service

GOOD
Provides frequent service headways
between Bayview and South Keys,
with acceptable headways on Airport
and Bowesville branches.

Service
reliability/
recovery

Provides the most reliable service with the fewest
potential delays

FAIR
Delay on either branch impacts all
service.

Safety/security

Provides the safest facility for passengers and for
other transportation system users

VERY GOOD
Provides frequent headways on all
segments of the line.

VERY GOOD
No transfer required for Bowesville
passengers during peak demand.

GOOD
Provides frequent service headways
on all segments of the line at times
of high demand, with acceptable
headways on Airport and Bowesville
branches at times of lower demand.
GOOD
Some potential for delay during
changeover from one service type to
the other.

VERY GOOD
VERY GOOD
A delay on one branch does not
A delay on one branch does not
impede operations on the other
impede operations on the other
branch.
branch.
VERY GOOD
All options use appropriate headways and operating safety standards. No difference between alternatives.
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Alternatives Analysis – Operating Models
Overall

Rating
Rationale

Natural Environment
Surface water
Minimizes impacts and supports enhancements to
surface water quality and drainage
Groundwater
Minimizes impacts and supports enhancements to
contaminated sites and groundwater quality
Vegetation
Minimizes impacts and supports enhancements to
vegetation communities
Fisheries and
Minimizes potential to cause serious harm to fish
aquatic habitat
Designated
Minimizes impacts and supports enhancements to
natural features
designated natural features, including the
Greenbelt, the Lester Road PSW, and significant
woodlands
SAR
Minimizes impacts to Species at Risk and
supports habitat enhancement
Overall
Rating
Rationale
Social/Cultural Environment
Capital Arrival
Provides the greatest enhancement to the Capital
Arrival Experience or to riders’ visual experience

Land use
compatibility

Provides the best opportunities for Smart Growth,
TOD, and uplift adjacent to the corridor

Noise/Vibration

Minimizes noise and ground vibration impacts to
adjacent communities

Air quality

Minimizes air quality impacts to adjacent
communities

Overall

Rating
Rationale

Trillium Line Extension EA Study
2
3
3
1
Option 4 is preferred for this factor area as it offers direct service to the greatest number of passengers, with a relatively low potential for delay. Option 1 is
less preferred, as it offers direct service but longer headways on southern segments of the line, and greater potential for delay. Options 2 and 3 are least
preferred, even though they have the lowest potential for delays, as they require passengers on one of the southern branches to transfer at all times.
N/A
Drainage not affected by operating model. No difference between alternatives.
N/A
Groundwater impacts not affected by operating model. No difference between alternatives.
N/A
Vegetation impacts not affected by operating model. No difference between alternatives.
N/A
Fisheries impacts not affected by operating model. No difference between alternatives.
N/A
Impacts to designated natural areas not affected by operating model. No difference between alternatives.

N/A
Impacts to SAR not affected by operating model. No difference between alternatives.
1
1
1
1
All options are equally preferred for this factor area, as impacts are not affected by the operating model.
GOOD
Provides less frequent, direct service
to visitors arriving at the Airport, for
whom Capital Arrival experience is a
priority.

VERY GOOD
Provides frequent, direct service to
visitors arriving at the Airport, for
whom Capital Arrival experience is a
priority.

FAIR
Does not provide direct service but
offers short transfer times to visitors
arriving at the Airport, for whom
Capital Arrival experience is a
priority.

GOOD
Provides direct service to lands
along Airport Link that are likely to
develop in the near term.
Provides direct service to lands near
Bowesville that may develop over
the longer term.

VERY GOOD
Provides frequent, direct service to
lands along Airport Link that are
likely to develop in the near term.
Provides frequent service requiring a
transfer to lands near Bowesville that
may develop over the longer term.

GOOD
Provides frequent service requiring a
transfer to lands along Airport Link
that are likely to develop in the near
term.
Provides frequent, direct service to
lands near Bowesville that may
develop over the longer term.

GOOD
Provides frequent direct service at
high-demand times and less
frequent direct service at lowerdemand times to visitors arriving at
the Airport, for whom Capital Arrival
experience is a priority.
VERY GOOD
Provides frequent, direct service in
periods of high demand to lands
along Airport Link that are likely to
develop in the near term.
Provides frequent, direct service in
periods of high demand to lands
near Bowesville that may develop
over the longer term.

VERY GOOD
Train volume near residential land uses north of airport is every 8 min, compared to constant roadway traffic noise throughout the study area. No difference
between alternatives.
VERY GOOD
GOOD
GOOD
GOOD
Minimal train idling at transfer
Minor train idling at transfer station.
Minor train idling at transfer station.
Minor train idling at transfer station.
station.
3
1
4
2
Option 1 is preferred for this factor area as it supports the greatest development opportunities and Capital Arrival enhancement, with the lowest
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Trillium Line Extension EA Study
environmental impacts. Option 2 is slightly less preferred, as it offers an enhanced Capital Arrival experience to most riders, with low impacts. Option 1 is
less preferred, as it offers a less enhanced Capital Arrival experience and less service to development lands. Option 4 is least preferred, as it provides the
least enhancement to Capital Arrival and support for development.

Cost/Constructability
Capital costs
Minimizes capital costs
Operating costs

Minimizes operating costs

Constructability

Minimizes construction complexity

Conversion
compatibility

Minimizes throwaway costs for Trillium Line
infrastructure
Minimizes costs & disruption associated with
conversion to electric LRT according to the
approved N-S LRT EA plan
Rating
Rationale

Overall

Overall Performance
Rating
Rationale

GOOD
Capital costs not significantly affected by operating model. No difference between alternatives.
FAIR
GOOD
GOOD
VERY GOOD
Interlined trains require a larger
Short-turning trains provide more
Short-turning trains provide more
Provides greatest flexibility to shortnumber of trains to provide frequent
frequent service for an equivalent
frequent service for an equivalent
turn or interline trains according to
headways at peak periods.
number of trains.
number of trains.
demand.
GOOD
Conversion costs not affected by operating model. No difference between alternatives.
GOOD
Throwaway costs not affected by operating model. No difference between alternatives.
GOOD
Conversion costs not affected by operating model. No difference between alternatives.
3
2
2
1
Option 4 is preferred for this factor area as it permits the most cost-effective operations. Options 2 and 3 are less preferred, as they can offer relatively
frequent service for a given number of trains but offer less flexibility to match demand. Option 1 is least preferred as it requires the most trains to offer a
comparable frequency of service on all segments of the line, and offer less flexibility to match demand.
3
2
4
1
Option 4 is preferred as it offers direct, frequent, cost-effective service to the largest possible number of passengers with minimal negative impacts. Option
2 is less preferred, as it contributes to development potential and Capital Arrival but introduces a transfer for the majority of passengers travelling south of
South Keys. Option 1 is less preferred, as it offers less frequent service along the Airport Link that would support development potential and Capital Arrival,
but still offers direct service downtown from both southern branches. Option 3 is least preferred, as it provides direct service from Bowesville but offers less
support to development potential and Capital Arrival along the Airport Link.
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INTER-OFFICE MEMO
To:

From:
Subject:

Peter Steacy, P. Eng.
Sr. Project Manager –
Transportation Planning
Scott Bowers, P. Eng.
Manager Transit
Ottawa Trillium Line Extension EA
Proposed Yard Extension Options

Date:

April 2, 2015 (rev. Aug. 31/15)

Job No.:

3414015-000

CC:

The City of Ottawa’s existing Trillium Line fleet is currently serviced at the Walkley Yard maintenance
and storage facility, situated on property leased from Canadian Pacific Railway (CPR) which was part of
their former freight rail yard. The current facility accommodates 6 train sets.
As part of the extension of the Trillium Line further south and to the airport, additional storage and
maintenance capacity is required to accommodate the additional trains. Options exist to expand the
existing facility at Walkley Yard or construct a new facility east of Bowesville on land identified as part
of North South LRT EA. For options that consider the existing Walkley Yard, it is known that this and
the adjacent lands are impacted, and as such the City needs to understand the implications of expanding
the site to accommodate long-term Trillium Line maintenance and storage operations in order to
determine the viability of continuing at this location or relocating these activities to the proposed future
Bowesville LRT yard location. It is also understood that the City has a potential obligation to remediate
the Walkley Yard properties beyond the baseline condition if the decision is made to relocate from these
lands.
This memo presents concept-level options for an expanded facility at Walkley Yard and a completely
new yard option at Bowesville and provides a recommendation for the preferred yard configuration for
inclusion in the Trillium Line EA.
Walkley Yard Options
As confirmed through discussions with City Rail staff, the current yard configuration has capacity for 6
trains. The existing site includes an inspection pit, jacking bay and office space within one building and
a separate train wash facility. The facility was renovated in 2013 to accommodate the new Alstom
CoradiaTM Lint 41 DMU vehicles purchased to support the planned service expansion on the existing
line and included the inspection bay, relocated jacking points and the new train wash building. Currently
some trains are parked outside as there is only space for 3 trains within the existing buildings.
As confirmed through discussions with the EA Study Team and City Rail staff, the Walkley Yard
options for an expanded Walkley Yard facility have been sized to accommodate between 15 to 18 trains.
The options include variations to expand the existing facility to provide more inspection and
maintenance capacity, and another option to construct a completely separate facility which is sized to
provide the additional inspection and maintenance functions only for the additional 9 to 12 trains. All
options continue to provide for outdoor storage of trains with limited indoor storage within the
inspection and maintenance bays. Indoor storage space can be created and has been requested, but would
require additional capital expenditure and ongoing maintenance costs.
Based on discussions with City staff and the current vehicle maintainers, additional improvements are
required to existing elements of the yard to improve maintenance functions, these improvements include:
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 Wheel / bogie drop table;
 Crane and access to the top of vehicle;
 Wheel lathe;
 Buildings to protect trains rather than uncovered outdoor storage;
 Remove existing asbestos wall panels within buildings;
 Extend current pit to 90m (included in capital cost estimates);
 Replace Track 2 and 3 canopies with rigid building structures;
 Full CCTV and security fencing for the yard;
 Renovate the existing offices, lunch room and work spaces to separate the industrial and office
spaces;
 Added vehicle inspection and cleaning facility in advance of the train wash;
 Ballasted tracks within the yard to be level and switches to have improved lighting, switch
heaters and switch machines;
 Renovate existing building;
 Upgrade existing switches;
 Interior Part spaces; and
 12,000 to 15,000 square foot storage warehouse.
A preliminary cost estimate for the equipment and building renovation is included below.
Item
Wheel / Bogie Drop Table

Quantity
1

Unit Rate

Cost
$500,000

Overhead Crane - 3 ton

1

$200,000

Wheel Lathe

1

$45,000

Replace existing fabric enclosure with
rigid building - total 90 m long
Renovate existing office building

2 x 52.5 x
12.5

$2000/m2

$2,625,000

75 x 8

500

$300,000

Remove existing asbestos panels

$250,000

CCTV / Yard Fencing

$100,000

Upgrade yard switches
Storage Warehouse

5
25m x 50m

$100,000

$343,000

$2,000/m2

$2,500,000

Subtotal

$6,863,000

Engineering & PM (25%)

$1,715,750

Subtotal

$8,578,750

Contingency (30%)

$2,573,625
Total

$11,152,375

Concept-level capital cost estimates for each option have also been developed for comparison purposes.
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Option 1A – Extension East of Existing Facility
Using the footprint of the existing facility as a scale (approximately = 65m x 65m*), the proposed
extension would be located directly east of the existing facility. This extension would add a second
inspection pit, jacking / maintenance spot and additional office space. Space has been provided to
accommodate a second train wash facility if needed. As a result of the construction of new buildings
adjacent to the existing building and over existing tracks, construction within the existing facility will
need to be staged to minimize disruption to train operations. An area south of the train wash buildings
which contains surplus stockpiled fill material may be required to be relocated to accommodate
additional staff parking area.
This would necessitate the need to extend the end of the service tracks approximately 70m further into
CP Land, adding approximately 0.45 ha (1.13 acres) of additional CP land to the existing lease
agreement.
*All track measurements and estimated land takings (for all options) are high-level estimates; once a preferred option is selected for further
development, survey will be required to confirm track measurements and land takings.

Pros/Cons:
Pros
 Brownfield space utilized
 Minimal track work
 Worker parking and area west of facility could remain
 Access road unaffected
 Emergency vehicle routes unaffected
 Gravel access road circling existing facility unaffected
 Location of and access to oil/grit separator unaffected

Cons
 Additional land required from CPR (approx. 0.45 ha)
 Operational impacts to the existing facility during
construction of the building extension would be
disruptive.
 Utility relocations (250mm STM & sub-drain) due to
depth of new track and building foundations/shoring;
additional utility removals/relocations may be required
(water, sanitary, gas, and electrical)
 Additional track and crossover relocation required.
 Stockpile may be affected

Capital Cost Estimate for Comparison Purposes:
Item
New Buildings, including office, parts
storage and vehicle inspection
Track Extensions

Quantity

Unit Rate

30 x 90m +
10 x 60

$3,100/m2

180m

$1000/m

Cost
$10,230,000
$180,000
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Track Reconstruction
Site Grading and parking
Extend existing 41 metre pit to 90
metre

120m

$750/m

$90,000

1

$200,000

49m

7000
Subtotal

$343,000
$11,043,000

Engineering & PM (25%)

$2,760,750

Subtotal

$13,803,750

Contingency (30%)

$4,141,125
Total

$17,944,875

Option 1B – Extension West of Existing Facility
The proposed building extension would be located directly west of the existing Walkley facility where
the current employee parking lot is; this option would not require the need to take additional lands from
CPR but the existing parking lot would need to be relocated. This option utilizes the existing tangent
tracks on the west side of the buildings. As noted for option 1A, construction of new buildings adjacent
to the existing building and over existing tracks, construction within the existing facility will need to be
staged to minimize disruption to train operations. An area south of the train wash buildings which
contains surplus stockpiled fill material may be required to be relocated to accommodate additional staff
parking area.

Pros/Cons:
Pros








Brownfield space utilized
No new land required from CP
Minimal track work required on Track 1
Emergency vehicle routes unaffected
Access road unaffected
Gravel road circling existing facility unaffected
Location of and access to oil/grit separator unaffected

Cons
 Employee parking lot / other facilities would need to be
relocated
 Operational impacts to the existing facility during
construction of the building extension would be
disruptive.
 Utility relocations (250mm STM & sub-drain) due to
depth of new track and building foundations/shoring;
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 Existing site lighting and electrical work appear to be
unaffected

additional utility removals/relocations may be required
(water, sanitary, gas, and electrical)
 Stockpile may be affected.

Capital Cost Estimate for Comparison Purposes:
Item
New Buildings, including office, parts
storage and vehicle inspection
Track Extensions

Quantity
30 x 90m +
10 x 60
300

Unit Rate

Cost

$3100/m2

$10,230,000

$1000/m

$300,000

Track Reconstruction

180m

$750/m

$135,000

Track and Turnout Removal
Site Grading and parking
Extend existing 41 metre pit to 90
metre

135m
1

$250/m

$33,750
$300,000

49m

7000

$343,000

Subtotal

$11,341,750

Engineering & PM (25%)
Subtotal
Contingency (30%)

$2,835,438
$14,177,188
$4,253,156
$18,430,344

Total

Option 2 – Separate Facility for Additional Trains Only
To accommodate the additional maintenance and storage functions, an entirely new facility to the east of
the existing yard, located entirely on CPR Land would be constructed. This facility would be similar to
the existing facility and would include, maintenance, inspection, office and wash facilities. As this
facility would be constructed independent of the existing buildings, there would be minimal disruption
to the ongoing operations within the yard. The amount of the additional land taking would be
approximately 2.5 ha. An area south of the train wash buildings which contains surplus stockpiled fill
material may be required to be relocated to accommodate additional staff parking area.

Pros/Cons:
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Pros
 Brownfield space utilized
 Minimal disruption to existing facility operations
 Worker parking and area west of facility could remain
 Access road unaffected
 Emergency vehicle routes unaffected
 Gravel access road circling existing facility unaffected
 Location of and access to oil/grit separator unaffected

Cons
 Additional land required from CPR (approx. 2.5 ha)
 Two separate facilities may result in less efficient
operation
 Stockpile will be affected and must be relocated

Cost Estimate for Comparison Purposes:
Item
New Buildings, including office, parts
storage and vehicle inspection
Track Extensions
New Turnouts
Site Grading and parking
Extend existing 41 metre pit to 90
metre

Quantity
30 x 90m +
10 x 60
1260

Unit Rate

Cost

$3100/m2

$10,230,000

$1000/m

$1,260,000

5 ea.
1

$100,000

$500,000
$400,000

49m

7000

$343,000

Subtotal

$12,733,000

Engineering & PM (25%)
Subtotal
Contingency (30%)

$3,183,250
$15,916,250
$4,774,875
$20,691,125

Total

Option 3 – Expansion Adjacent to Existing Buildings
To accommodate the additional maintenance and storage functions, a separate jacking bay would be
constructed immediately south of the existing bay. The space between the train wash and the jacking bay
is currently 15 metres, a new 10 metre wide building can be constructed within this space. Additional
office space would be constructed to the east of the existing building. To minimize track relocations of
tracks 3A, 3B and 4, a new inspection pit with a run through track is proposed immediately north of
track 4. Additional storage track would be constructed to the east of the new inspection pit with a
crossover connection to track 4. Additional property would be required to the north of the existing yard
lands. The amount of the additional land taking would be approximately 0.5 ha and would be within the
lands that have been previously negotiated with CPR as potential lands that may be leased / purchased in
the future. An area south of the train wash buildings which contains surplus stockpiled fill material may
be required to be relocated to accommodate additional staff parking area.
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Pros/Cons:
Pros
 Brownfield space utilized
 Minimal disruption to existing facility operations
 Worker parking and area west of facility could remain
 Access road unaffected
 Emergency vehicle routes unaffected
 Gravel access road circling existing facility unaffected
 Location of and access to oil/grit separator unaffected

Cons
 Additional land required from CPR (approx. 0.5 ha)
 Separate inspection facilities may result in less efficient
operation
 Stockpile may be affected

Capital Cost Estimate for Comparison Purposes:
Item
New Buildings, including office, parts
storage and vehicle inspection
Track Extensions
New Turnouts
Site Grading for Track 5 and parking
Extend existing 41 metre pit to 90
metre

Quantity
30 x 90m +
10 x 60
550m
4 ea.

Unit Rate

Cost
$2850/m2

$9,405,000

$1000/m

$550,000

$100,000

$400,000

1
49m

$400,000
7000

$343,000

Subtotal

$11,098,000

Engineering & PM (25%)

$2,774,500

Subtotal

$13,872,500

Contingency (30%)

$4,161,750

Total

$18,034,250

An additional consideration for all options was the inclusion of a wye track to provide the ability to turn
trains around. Currently trains require access and permission onto the CN track to use the existing wye
tracks to the west of the Walkley Yard. A wye track configuration within the yard (see below) was
reviewed in the vicinity of the old CP wye track, however the wye track extends beyond the current CPR
property and would require extending the wye track into the hydro corridor. In place of the wye, a
“turntable” which would be capable of accommodating a 45 metre long train was considered but due to
the high cost was not carried forward. Staff will continue to turn trains around using the existing wye
track.
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Evaluation of Walkley Yard Options
In order to determine a preferred yard configuration for the expanded Walkley Yard, each of the
alternatives were evaluated against the same factors.
Impact to existing yard operations is a measure of the disruption to the current yard due to the proposed
yard expansion layout, this factor is important as the existing transit operations are to be maintained
during construction. Yard function is a measure of the future efficient operation of the yard as a result of
the layout of yard functions, for example a layout which has 2 separate and distinct areas for the same
function would not score as well as a layout which expanded the same function within the same area.
Constructability measures the ease of difficulty of constructing the facility, for example temporarily
supporting existing buildings and removing existing walls is considered more difficult than constructing
new buildings in open spaces. Future conversion to LRT looked at the potential future use of the yard
when the transit line was converted to electrified LRT. All options scored poorly against this factor as
the proposed future electrified LRT yard will be located at Bowesville.
Factors were scored as positive, neutral or negative. Other factors which would be considered similar to
all options were not included, these include network connectivity, land use compatibility, noise and
vibration, air quality, heritage and visual impact.
Factors
Impact to existing
operations
Yard Function

Option 1A

Option 1B

Option 2

Option 3
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Constructability
Cost
Future Conversion
to Electrified LRT
Capability
Property
Overall Rating
Impact to existing operations – Options 2 and 3 scored best as they involve the construction of new track
and buildings whereas options 1A and 1B involve expanding existing buildings over / under existing
operating yard tracks.
Yard Function – Options 1A and 1B are suitable yard layouts however they don’t score as well as option
3 due to the fact that the inspection bays and jacking bays are “inline” and therefore may be impacted by
a disabled train. Option 3 has parallel bays and trains can be moved without impacting adjacent trains.
Option 2 scores poorly as it duplicates yard functions in two distinct locations resulting in inefficient use
of staff and tools.
Constructability – Options 1A and 1B score poorly as they require demolition of parts of existing
buildings and construction of inspection pits and jacking points under existing tracks. Options 2 and 3
require standard construction techniques.
Cost – Due to the extensive trackwork and new buildings required, Option 2 cost estimate is the highest
with Options 1A, 1B and 3 costing a similar amount.
Future Conversion – All options scored poorly for this factor as the future proposed electrified LRT yard
is in Bowesville, it is assumed that all future yard operations at Walkley will be relocated and none of
the existing infrastructure would be salvaged.
Property – Options 1A and 2 require additional property beyond the limits that have currently been
negotiated between the City and Canadian Pacific Railway. Options 1B and 3 fit within the property
limits that have been secured by the City. As the design of the project progresses, the property
requirements may be adjusted and increased to reflect additional requirements or constraints.
Based on the evaluation of the alternatives, Option 3 is the preferred option for the expansion of the
Walkley Yard.
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Bowesville Yard Options
Using the property that was identified south of the mainline track and east of Bowesville Road, a
conceptual yard layout has been developed which provides storage and maintenance capacity for 18
DMU trains, with the same functionality as the Walkley Yard options identified above and protects
expansion to electrified LRT.
A schematic layout for the full yard option (provided by the Ottawa International Airport Authority)
which was previously developed and is shown below, was used as the starting point for this interim
option for the overall size and elements that need to be included in the final yard.

Due to the relocation of the Bowesville Station and Park and Ride lot to the southeast corner of the LRT
corridor and Bowesville Road, the previous yard layout has been rotated and some of the tracks are now
stub ended. Access to the Bowesville Station is provided by a “loop” track out the south end of the yard
and requires additional property to the south which is not currently identified as part of the previous EA.
As this yard configuration has access from both ends, trains can be turned around without the need of a
“turntable”.
Options were also developed without the loop track however they would require trains to access the
mainline via the north yard lead and reverse along the mainline to access the Bowesville Station. In place
of the wye, the yard would contain a “turntable” which would be capable of accommodating a 45 metre
long train.
The proposed layout for the yard is shown below. The overall layout of the yard and tracks is intended to
accommodate the future LRT train requirements. In the future electrification will be added and yard
buildings will be modified to accommodate the new fleet. These future revisions could result in
significant impact if the design of this interim facility does not protect for future expansion and
conversion.
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Capital Cost Estimate for Comparison Purposes for Bowesville Yard:
Item

Quantity

Unit Rate

New Buildings, including office, parts
storage and vehicle inspection

100 x 90m

$2500/m2

$22,500,000

3,500m

$1000/m

$3,500,000

Track Extensions
New Turnouts
Site Grading for Tracks and parking

12 ea.

Cost

$100,000

1

$1,200,000
$2,000,000

Site Servicing

$4,000,000
Subtotal

$33,200,000

Engineering & PM (25%)

$8,300,000

Subtotal

$41,500,000

Property Purchase
Demobilization from Walkley Yard

$2,000,000
Contingency (30%)

$13,050,000
Total

$54,550,000
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Conclusion
Both the Walkley and Bowesville yard options will provide the maintenance capabilities for the
expanded fleet for the Trillium Line extension. The significant capital cost, additional property
requirements and future conversion costs are the major negative attributes of the Bowesville Yard
option.
The preferred Walkley Yard layout involves the expansion of the existing facility with additional parallel
tracks to provide additional maintenance capacity as shown on Drawing T-27. The parallel tracks allows
for additional operational flexibility to bypass disabled trains and storage for the trains will continue to
be outside. The items included in the Building and Equipment Renovation should also be included in the
project to improve the overall operation and efficiency of the yard.
The existing CPR leased lands at Walkley are not large enough to accommodate the yard expansion and
the existing land lease agreement must be renegotiated. Given the conceptual nature of the current yard
layout and possible future requirements that will increase the property footprint, the City may consider it
beneficial to pursue its options for purchasing rather than leasing the existing CPR yard lands which are
required to accommodate the expanded yard and the proposed new warehouse building.
The layout for a maintenance and storage facility at Bowesville has the same maintenance and storage
functions and capacity as the Walkley Yard. The costs associated with this facility are significantly
higher due to the fact that this is a greenfield site and requires significantly more track construction,
grading, servicing and entirely new buildings.
As this extension to the Trillium Line is considered an interim step towards the future conversion of the
line to electrified LRT, the preferred option for DMU expansion for the Trillium Line is to expand the
Walkley Yard and defer the construction of the Bowesville Yard until the conversion to electrified LRT
is made.
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